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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

HUMAN RELATIONS TRAINING FOR CONFINED DEf,INQUENTS 

The present experiment was conducted ,to determine if 

human relations training techniques could be used to circum-

vent the resistance of delinquents to therapeutic treatment. 
. . 

The experimental treatment consisted of a one-week, instru-

mented, residential human ,relations training laboratory, 

specially constructed for use w~th confined male delinquents. 

The experimental §s were compared with paired control §s who 

sr~nt an amount of time equivalent to the laboratory experi~ 

ence in a more conventional form of group counseling. 

Hypothesis 1. The e~perimental treatment will result 

in a significantly greater decrease in antisocial interpreta-

tions given to social situations depictea by sel(·.~ted TAT 

cards than will conventional group counseling. 

Hypothesis 2. The experimental treatment will result in 

" a significantly greater improv~nent in interpersonal relation-

ships with institution personnel and other boys as measured 

'by a specially devised rating scale than will conventional 

counseling. 

Hypothesis 3. The experimental treatment wi],l result in 

a significantly greater improvement in attitudes related to 
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accessibility to group psychotherapy as measured by a self-

report questionnaire than will conventional group counseling. 

Hypothesis 4. Hurnanrelations training will result in 

more satisfactory participation in conventional group coun

seling as measured by a rating of transcribed " counseling 

sessions than will an equivalent amount of time spent in con-

ventional group counseling. 

Only Hypothesis 1 was supported by the results of the 

analysl~s. These results ap,peared to be related to an 

increase in. guardedness for the experimental ~s after the 

experimental treatment. Selected laboratory subg1roup ses-

sions, received higher ratings than the pl:'etreatment and post 

treatment counseling sessions for the experimental and con-

trol subgroups, suggesting that the experimental treatment 

was effective within the immediate setting of t..'I:le laboratory.' 

Informal observ.ations indicat¢d that many ~s became 

involved in the project of setting up a cottage government 

and established relationships ,with the labora.tory staff. 

Suggestions for further research and the practical use of 

hur.1an relations training with delinquents stressed the care-

ful programming of concrete and social reinforcements. 

Richa~d Wallace Washburn 
Psychology Department 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, Colorado, 80521 
August, 1968 
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Chapter I 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this research was to explore the 

application of human relations training techniq~es to ~he 

,treatment of confined .adolescent delinquents. The study 

was designed to test several hypotheses related to thera-

peutic change and to yield informal data concerning the 

effectiveness of various aspects of a residential, instru-

mented human relations laboratory. 

Review of the Lit~rature 

Need for a New Approach to the Treatment of Delinquents 

A recent analysis of a sample of investigations of 

correctional treatment and outcome (Bailey, 1960) demon-

strated the need for further research in the treatment of 

delinquents. One hundred invest.igations, restricted to 

those based upon empirical data and involving the manipula-

tion of interpersonal relations, were systematically selected 

as:representative Of the field of CQrrectional res~arch 
'J 

between 1.940 and 1960. The analysis revealed that only 37% 

'of 'the investigations· in the sample demonstrated statj.sti

cally significant improvement, in the behavior of delinquents' 

and ,that only 22"10 of the total sample utilized rigorous'; 

experimental controls. Bailey speculated that if a critical 

t, 
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evaluation were made of the experimental designs and statis-

tical procedures used in the apparently !'Juccessful .. treat-

ment studies, the success rate would be -even lower. Although 

few of the studies ware explicitly ba~ed upon a theory of 

behavior, more of the investigations seemed to favor a 

"sickness" model of behavior disturbance to the relative' 

neglect o£ group relations theory. According to the slck-

ness model .. delinquent ~behavior is a symptom of soml:! under-· 

lying psychopathology. and treatment does not involve, to 

any large extent, a consideration of socia.l factors such as 

group identification or attitudes and values learned in 

interpersonal relationships. Bailey's conclusion is that 

evidence supporting the efficacy of correctional treatment 

i's slight, inconsistent, and of questionable reliability. 

He does find encouragE';'.ment, however, in the growing efforts 

to more explicitly: relate treatment pz::actice to behavioral 

science tlleory. 

Bennis (1960), however, comments on the lack of appli-

cation of sinall group research i'esults to research in group 

psychotherapy. Chwast, Harari, and Delany (1961) remark 

that there is a paucity of data about the deli~quent in 

the treatment situation,. and they ~phasize the need for 

·empirical observat'5:on and systematic validation of experi-

mental treatments • 
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Group and Social Factors in beHnguen9.Y: 
, __ t 

,lnsevetal recerJt articles (Bryant, 'Dobbins, and Bass, 

1963: McDilvid and McCandless, 1962: smith and Bassin, 1961) 
\.-~'~ 

it is.su,ggestedthat because delinquency is founded in 

social learning and development, and in view of the strong 

in£luence wielded by·adolescent peer groups, the use of 

group therapy may have special advantages with delinquents. 

Even relatively short term group therapy may have some 

effect according t,~ Chwast et al. (1961), Feder (1964), and 

Wolk and Reid (1964) • Group meetings alone, 1iowev~r, do 

not seem to be a completely satisfactory solution to the 

problem of involving delinquents in treatment unless special 

provisions are made to deal with the delinquents'resistance 

to treatment. 

Resistance 

Resistance to treatment and n,egative transference 

(attitudes~,toward the therapfst and othets\,in positions 

of authority are the most frequently mention~d problems 

'encountered in group and individual counseling or psycho-

therapy with delinquent adolescents (Chwast et al., 1961; 

Gadpail1e. 1959; Scihwitzge}:)el,'1 1960; Slack, 1960: Slavson, 

1965). Acco~~Hng to Slavson(1965) ang GadpaiJ,le (1959), 

delitlquentstyp;i.cally find it .difficultt.oenterinto close, 

warm relationShips with ,adults in authority roles because 
\) 

" 
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8.trong, pervasive feelings of inadequacy engender rigid 

defenses against seekirig help and examining motives and 

feelings. Delinquents employ counterphobic attitudes of 

omnipotence in which they project blame upon' persons and 

condi tions in the environment in. order .tcFmaintain their 

.illusions of strength and adequacy. Efforts to examine 

f~elings, attitudes, or conduct are perceived as criticism 

oJ: disapproval. 

The del~~quent' s inabilit:r to deal with his 'dependency 

needs has been postulated as a factor in delinquent behavior 

by Lenr;6w (1966). and Bandura and Walters' (1959). Anti-
\:.;-

social l~.g~~;e~sion occurs when dep~ridency needs are aroused 
1\,.( ; ~ . . ~~ . . 

but cannot be expressed because the individual wO'uld ·feel 

vulner:able to rejection"by others. A delinquent may solve 

this problem by meeting his.dependency needs through member-

ship :to: a gang whose aggres~dveactivities l:lerve to deny" 

dependency. As a result· 'Qf .. these defenses against feelings 

of dependency and inadequacy, much. therapy time is initially 

.spent dealing with resistive.marlE!uvers such as testing the 

sincerity of the:=herapi,st. 

The delinquent's generally lower-class cultural bac1\:-

ground is also an impedj,ment to treatment (5la6k,1960) • 

. His "upfamiliari'O:Y with doctors, psychotherapy;, and cOllL'norily 

< .. 
•• , ... .;,... .J.,'". 
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recognized relationships between mental processes and 

behavior makes it. qifficult,:,;forhim to identify with his 
:.~~, . .. ~ , . 

therapist. Moreover, he is reluctant t~invest himself in':. :;-':., 
, :: 

apr,ocess which he does not understand and which involves 

long-range, intangible goals. The delinquent also demon~ 

strates poor capacity for understanding ab~tract concepts, 

low f:rustration tolerance, ,and little capacity for delay 

of gratification (Chwast, et al., 1961). He also findts it 

difficult to associa.tefeelings with resulting actions 

(Silver. 1963). The crucial problem, then, seems to be one 

of, motivation, involving'the gelinquentin a therapeutic 

relationship ,and keeping him in it de~p:ite .bo:t4 ,~pressed 

and unconscious resistapce. If somehow these negative 

" attitudes toward the therapist and, psychotherapeutic treat-

mellt, could be circumvented unt:il 'tn~ de!ip:~ent becc;>mes 

more familiar with psycholqgical concepts, ~periences 

some reward in lll!derstapding his behavior., and t'eels .moJ::e 

adequate in dealing with his feelings, o~e would· expec~ 
() . . 

I!luch less,resistance to psychotherapeutic proceduJ::es. 

Experimenter-Subject'PsychotlteJ::apy 

A radically new apP:t;?ac:::h to the problem!;>f resistan,ce 

been to abandon the conventional patient-therapist 
~ . 

relationship and. insb~adi, to, hiJ::e the delinquent to parti-

cipate as a subject in a self-exploration expeJ::iment 
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'(Schwitzgebel, 1960; Slack, 1960). The delinquen,t is 

under no obligation to accept help and merely agrees to 

talk about himself as a pt.,; :I,.',) his job ,,:nd hE;! may quit 

at any time. ' Although the r.oleof the therapist is that 

0;, an experimenter, it does not prevent him from suggest-

ing tll,atthe .subject may.ge.t more benefits than money from 

participation in the experiment. ,Prelimina.ry result-s with 

this. technique indicate that posit:i:Y'e relationships develop 

between the delinquent, and the experimenter.' 

A similar 'tecr,nique devised by Stollak and Guerney 

(1964) suggests that attitudes toward.therapists and psycho-

therapy may be cha~ged'without the use 9f. reinforcement or 
J.'\ 

the presence of the tl'/erapist. :'~ialinquents were, told 'only 
". .~ /;; ~ . 
that they were parti'~ipating in an experiment, and .were left 

.. 1 " . (( ". "d' h' h . 'a one l.ll a room, con'ial.nl.Dg a .tape'. recor er Wl.t,t e l.nstruc-
~. \ \ 

tions to talk' about);themselves.AlthOU9h they 'were given 
/1.. ' 

no.c9ncrete or verb~l rei'1'forcement-£or ,their Participation, 

tenou~ of twelve' subjects cooperated and developed posi
o 

tive attitudes toward' the experimenter. 

The, elementcomlnonto. the techniques used by Slack· 

(1960) and Stollak and Guerney (1964) appears to bean 

approach in which .the det-inquentis not forced intoChe 

role of a patient but is given instead an opportunity to, 

{) 

"'--"'''''''''" ... " ... 
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learn a~out himsel.f and develop some degree. of psychological 

sophistocation unde~ nondemanding co.ndit~0'ils •. There is no 

explicit or implicit demand by the~the.t;aPi·st· that. the 

delinquent admit that he .needs. helper Welt he. reveal .. sig-

nificantthings about himself until:.'be desires to do so. 

consequently the delinquent is lesslikely.to.react with 

neg~tive attitudes. The changes in behavior and .attitudes 

reported by these. studies n'eed' further, verification, how-

ever. because of the small number'of subjects used and the 

lack of fo~mal measures ot change. 

Human,Relations Training 

Human relations training incorporates anumbei: of 

prl.nciple~"which underlie the a'experimenter-subjec,tn forms 

of therapy outlined in the ,previous section and for this 

reaso;t·.hQlds a great peal of. ptomisefor application ,to 

delinquent groups. Altl).ough not identical to' psychotherapy, 

it is designed to produce some of the same changes in 

b~avior and ~ttitudes (Fran~, 1964). 

,~rticipants in the training laboratories or workshops,. 

as they are .called, meet in small groups to study'the pro-

cess ef their group I s development and their own relation-, 

Ships ,to .otliers in t;lle group (Miles, 1960).' . Thisp:cimary 

fOCUS' en group functioning is helpful in groups wl1ich are 

.. ; 

.. ~ 
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initially unable -or um-/illingto diseusE! their"own personal 

problems ,feelings and' atti tudes (Bettis ,'Malamud, and 

Malamud, 19(0). Once the participants are involved in the 

study of group, process, however, a numbe'r of sub~goals are 

introduced which are concerned with changes in personal 

behavior and attitudes. The laboratory program is so 

arranged that :these personal goals must b'e reached before 

tpe larger goal of understanding group .process -dan be 

achieved. Bennis (1964) lists. four important goals which 

are promoted by laboratory' t,raini'ng: 

Expanded consciousness and recognition of;choice. 

Training laboratory participants are co~fronted wi.th prob-

lems which.caml0tbe solved by precedents, dependence upon 

authority, or traditic~al role patterns. The emphasis on 
: - . :',. . 

awar~ne~s" sensitivity, and diagnosingil]terpersClL'!al situ

ations encourages the participant to think about his behav-

io~ and how 'he chooses to'c·behave.· 

A spirit of inquiry.. The labora1;ory promot:¢s a 
" 

scientificattitudaof inquiry de~ig.ned toe;x:pan,d t;.he range 
. ' . 

of curiosity and experimental attitude to 'p~opls~-and benav-

ior~ 
, , 

Authenticity in interpersonal relations. Group devel-

·opm~nt invo:1,ves overcoming obstacles to clear, undistorted 

(;' 

i.~ 
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communications through the communication of feelings and 

the evocation of; valid feelings from others. 

A collabcra,tive conception of the authority relation-

ship. Learning:is accomplishe;3. through the requirements 

of the situation and is a collaborativ~ venture between the 

trainer and participants. 

These f,our goals identify two especially P?tent fac
.,\ 

tors in overcoming resistance to change: (1) problems 

which cannot be solve;J. wit~out trying new behaviors rather 

than authOi'::!-tative directives.1 and (2) the con~eption. of 

author'ity as an agent which fosters and suppo;rts indepen:-

dence and responsibility. ,In effect, there is very little 

to op~pse in either staff behavior br the requirement 

placed upOn the participants. 
',ii 
I, 

The entire laboratory e~perience is designed to ,create 

a readiness for feedback under the assumption ,thC'lt ineffec-

'tive social behavior can persist because an individual is 
.', 

.W1aware of its consequences or unwill:i;pg to recognize,' its 
I' 

consequenc;:es. The.laboratory c2'~1ates an opportunity for 

the inq.ividual topecomef.'lw.arEl,of :the effects of his behav

ior.upon others by explicitly 'promoting an ?ltmosphere of 

fran]qless. It is further assumE¥I that when peopl~ feel 

-............... ~-"" 
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safe, "~ked, and respected, thay will be willing to learn 

about their behavior and to try neW ways of bepaving 

(~othaus €l,nd Johnson, 1963) •. 

Lakin and· Carson .(1966} point out \:fla.t laboratory 

trainingeffectsclt~ges j;nattitudes in at least two ways: 

(1) byo indirectly J:'emoving support for a pre.,existing atti

tude; a~d (2) by generating discussion that leads to 

clearer and different conceptions of at.titudesthrough group 

influences.. Inef£ect,' the group sets up. new no~s and 

standards of'Jfranknessand. self-disclosure. The individual's 

desJre.f!=>r .approval from his peers may result, inexperimen-

tation with self~isc.losure 'with cons~qU.ent interpersonal 

reward. 

Comparison.with Group Psychotherapy 

Several basic differences betweenh~anrelations 

training. and. group psychotherapy haVe important.implica

t.ion~ fori;:l).e appll.cation or human relations. training .to 

a.:lol~scent.ae;Linquents. HUf!lan relations traIning is predom-

inantly c~mcer1ied with 01i;t.y tho~ .~ehaviors and attitudes 

~hich are Inanif'lstedduring the laboratory. This exclusive 
n· 

focus on here-alld-now behavior f!tands' in contrast tbthe 

explqr,a,tionof past experienceI': 'and abstract concepts typi-

.. cal, of conventional group therapy (Frank, 1964). 

'\' 

I • ,. ) ~ '~'._ :..iIl.' j '1 .~. 
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Horwitz (1964) points out that the human relations 

'I 9 roup' is less concerned with transference feelings than t,\he 

traditional therapy group. This seems to be a function of 

the .. :roles given to group niembers and the trainer. In, 
'~:\ 

the labora~orysetting a definite ,effort is made to avoid 

casting members an.a tridne'r into th~ role of patients c.nd 

the~apist(Frank, 1964). orbe labels of "training" and 

-laboratory" or nworkshop~ serve to ::emphasize that the 

partic'ipant is a learner rather than a patient. Thetrainer 

l,s an active participant who serves as a'model of .openness, 

demonsi:ra~i~g the freedom to express situationallyproduced 

" 
. 'feelings C?f d;i~comfort, uncertainty. ,and helplessness. The 

trainer'~ 'activities. in ,ef~ect,"'servetb reduce the.dis-:

tinction between leader and group member. and tlUs results 

1l,lless, preoccupation with thetraiIier. 

InvestigJ.itions of the outcome of human' relations 

trilinin~J have indicated that it is neither more nor less 

effective than psychotherapy' (Lakin and Carson, 1966).' 

Instrumented Human Relations Laborat~ries 

AvariatiC!n of human relations training which has 

extended its usefulness is thej'iDstrumented ll:tboratory 

(Shepard. 1964~' Morton. 1965~ Rothaus et al. ,1963). The 

inst:t:lnnented 'laboratory makes eXtensive use of , measuring 

',.,;.-... ' 
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ins·trUments such as rating scales to facilitate learn~ng 

by .. directing the progress of the laboratory' sdevelopment •. 

The trainer meets periOdically with al,lparticipants in a 
\ 
single , group to.provide orientation to each phase of the 

laboratory, to intrOduce and' elaborate the concepts upon 

which the in~truments are based,' and to give instruction 

in methods, of analyzing ,and interpreting data. The trainer 

l1lC1yalso serve as a consuitant to training groups in the 

laboratory but ordinarily does not become directly involved 

in the decision-making process., 

Many of the rating scales used in the laboratory are 

\\polar,with the high end of t..b,e scale implying or des crib-

ing SOIne desirable .. state of affairs. The participants use 

these scalestomea'sl:lre the progress and the behavior of 

their training groups at the end of many of their group 

m~etings. Scores on the instrumonts. are computed, discussed 

by the group, and poste~''bn-wall 'Charts so that progress 

and change can b~ traced. The extensive use of behavior' 

rating scales not only fosters an experimental atmosphere 

but. develops skill and interest in.observing the behavior 

of ,one's :self and the behavior ·of others. Lecturettes are 

also .. used 1;:0 prl':!sent information concerning-the instrume.nts 

ahd important concepts or to clarify the "natUre of ,dynamics 
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'occurring in group behavior. at that time. Each day's .' . 

"·activityis designed to provide learning experiences and 

concepts 'which can be ·used and amplified during subsequent 

meetings. Special act~vitiessuch ~s role-playing'salient 

aspects of group process are used. to illustrate important 

characteristics of group functioning. . 

A dilemma-invehtion~feedback:-generalization theory of 

learning underlies the organization O:f the laboratory 

(Morton, 196,5). Small dilemmas. are created by the labora-

tory sta'ff such as delegating to .the participants the. respon-

sibility for organizing the group's agenda. Dilemmas 

created by the groups in their attempts to cope with these 

Unstructured situations follow naturally and provide the 

content for .the group meetings and lecturettes. When habit

ual behavior patterns prove to be ineffective in meeting 

the demands of the dilemma situations, the participants 

are encouraged to exper'imipllt ~lith their own behavior. The 

feedback concerning the effectiveness of the participants' 

old or new behavior is supplied by the other participants 

through their comments and behavior scale ratings. The 

clq~e reiationship between feedback and observable behavior , . 
provides a strong impetus for behavior ~hange. 

Morton (1965) and Rothaus et al. (l963) used instru

mented laboratories with hospitalized psychiatric pati,ents 

I 
• ..1 
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and found that even a relatively chronic patient ·could 

assume the role 'of learner and take responsibility for his 

behavior. They also found the training to be effective 

~ith patients possessing only a fourth grade education. 

Human Relations Training as a Prepara'tion for Psychotherapy 

Malamud and Machover (1965) have used a form"of human 

relations training to prepare patients on a waiting lis~ 

,-for psychotherapy to participate in group treatment. 

Malamud (1958) reports that a large number of the patients 

enter group psychotherapy after the training program' and 

that few drop out. His research, however, included no COD- , 

trol groups without training so definite conclusions cannot 

be drawn. 

Derivation. of Hypotheses 

No research to date ha.s util.i:::ed a human relations 

training approach as a means of preparing delincruent ado-

lescents for psychotherapy or counseling. The justifica-

tion for such an application in the present experiment was 

based 'upo? the assumption that t~is treatment would circum

vent resistance to attitude and behavior change. The char-
. , . .~. . 

acteristics of human r.elations training which were expected 

to minimize resistance were the following: 

... 1 
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1. 'An initial traatment focus' on group process gen-

erated by the task of setting up a .groupgovernment i 

followed by a gradual shift in emphasis to a concern with 

behavior and attitude change. 

2. An experimental setting and experimente~-subject 

relationship rather than cbnventional psychotherapeutic 

relationships. 

3. A'minimum'of authoritative restrictions combined 

with the encouragement of independent behavior ahd respon-

sibili ty for the group I s behavior. 

4. A,utilization of peer pressure as the impetus for 

behavior change. 

5~ 11. focus on increasing social competence in' immedi-

ate and concrete situations. 

6., A utilization of. lecturettes, rating scales, pro~ 

gress charts, and explicit verbal ,feedback. 

,A special' one-week; residential human 'rel~tions train-

ing laboratory was designed to i~corporate these procedures 

into an intensive treatment experience. 'It"wasanticipated 

that the amOu11t of cooper'3tion, and interest shown by the 

participants in the. laboratory would have to beevalua-ted, 

to some extent, through the observations of the investigator. 

There, were, however" a number ,of specific hypotheses, which 

)\' 
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could,be~prmu~ate(l ~nd tested to determine t~e effective-

ness Q~~l).uman relations training techniques in promoting 

changEls in th~ a.ttitudes andbehaN;i.or ,of confined deHn-

~ents. T~e hypotheses involve a, compa:dsonof the effect 

of the ,laboratory experiencE! on the participants with :the 

'~ffect of .a more conventional. form ,of cOllnseling ona 

In the present experiment, con-

ventional group counseling was defined as a group ~f boys 

meeting once a week or more, with a counselor identified 

and acknowledged as the group leader, for the. ptu'pose of 

gaining a better understanding of their own behavior, both 

inside and .outside the inst~tution. 
/' 

The human relations training laboratory was expected 

to be instrumental in" e~fecting a change in the partici-. , 

pants' attitudes toward social situations. As a,I;'elilult; of 

c;Jratifying interpersonal'relationships during the. training, 

-. ,. 

I , 
'.;::) 

situations and to improve relatior~ships ,with institutiol'la1 

personnel ~d other boys outside th~ human rE!lations work-

It was anticipated that these ski11s would a1so gen-

era1ize to other group counse11ng situations and increase 
\\ 
\J r? 
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the effectiveness of participation in these groups. The 

gene.ralization effect ,would be aided by the, development 
1,·1 IJ· of more favorable attitudes toward group therapeutic treat-

!'-1 "O¥ I :;~ 
t .<J 
\ :1 ['1 
~'-: :" 

mant, as' a result of rewardin'3'- experiences involving thera-

peutic change during the human relations laboratory. The 

following hypotheses were constructed;, to aid in testing the 

J, effectiveness of 'human relations techniques in' pror",iting 
" r 

changes. in behavior in several .. ,areas: 1;.;1 
(] 
LA 
IX Attitudestm'lard Social Situations 
, -~~ 

Hypothesis 1. The experimental treatment" will ,result 
I r 
h 
i'l 1"1 in a significantly greater decrease in antisocial inter-

\1 pretations given to social situations dePicted by selected 
fJ :1 TAT cards than will conventional group counseling. 

lit Interpersonal Relationships 

lJ Hypothesis 2. The axperiment;al treatment will result 
L ,~ 
I;'} 
\~l in a significantly greater 'improvement in inter-personal 

\:j rela~ionships with institution 'personnel a~~ other .boys ,as 

I] measUot:ed by a specially devised rati~g sca~e than will con-' 
,- ~ 

lOJ ventional counseling. 
! it ,. " , ," 

, 1:;' Accessibility to, Group Psychothercrp-" 
""..I \,} 
~'{ 

Hypothesis 3. The experimental t~eatment will result 

i"~ ,i:{tn a significantly greater impr~vement in attitudes' related 

12l 
i'! 
t~ 
~,\,:::t 

;~\~l. 
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to accessibility to group psychotherapy as measured-by a 

self-rel~rt questionnaire than will conventional group 

cotmseling. 

Facilitating Entry into Group Counseling 

Hypothesis 4. Human relations training will result in 

more'satisfactorypartic!pation in r.:onventional group coun-

seling as measured by a rating of transcribed counseling 

sessions than will an equivalent amount of time fPent in 

conventional group counseling. \. 

, -, 
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Chapter II 

Lecatien ef Experiment ahd Pooulation 

The experiment:was cenducted at the Lookeut Mountain 

Scheol- fer Beys. (LMSB),. locate!d in Golden, ~elerade. At 

the present time .LMSB has appreximately two. hundred boys, 

eleven through eighteen years of age, who. have been feund 

i1 deli~quent bythec()urts. ·y.:Ost'-ef the beys are cemmitted 

fi \t fer ene er mere off!~nses suCh as burglary, theft, shep-

It lifting, car theft,!' joyriding. running away, and incerrigi-
ti' \ 

i'~Vi 
r~,(j bility. 

t~i long-term imprisenment mest of the boys have experienced 
\1 I,t altheugh sememay have spent shert perieds ef time in 

ji:l juvenile hall or lecal ja.tls. 

i\ 1 The beys participate in a progralll ef work assignments 
\~. ' 

j,'l aleng with vecatienal and educational training and live in 
!f . 
'i;,J; cettages er dermiteries, ,e, a:ch centaining abeuttwenty,-six , 1 

Incarcera~~en in LMSB is the first relatively 

iJ beys. The living units are supervised frem 4: 00 p.m. to. 

L'j 8:00 a.m. by cettage ceunselers. Hewever, enly a few ef 

-. ,ftt~ese counselors, if ~ny. ha~e had any fermal training in 
';</t , ' ", '. " 
;:~cou~seling and any informal counseling:,dene by"thes~ men 
" " 

1,,~Fs voluntary. '.1" 

\J . The ·treatment staff censists efene part-time Ph.D. 

'fJpSYChelOgist and, ene part-time psychiatrist who. treat beys 
'l 
t'!! 

I,;! . 
~., ,~.. ., .. :,~. 

"',, -'--'~" ~>.,-.--
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undergoing a crisis and evaluate boys with special prob

lems. The psychologist also conducts group counseling 

with incoming. boy~ during their two~ to three-week stay in 

the reception-orientation cottage. During this orientation 

program each boy.i~ seen in group counseling for an average 
If 

of about(lfOur meetings which, for the most part, deal with 
\\ 

the initial'problems of adjusting to the institution. The 

boys in the institution at large are also seen irregularly 

by their case workers and. parole officers, primarily to 

deal with problems o~ adju~tment and ~elease. 

Schedule of Testing and Treatment 

The experiment, including the special training program 

for the institution's trainees who served as group coun-

Selors, was90nducted over a fourteen-week period during 

the spring and summer of 1967,. Table 1 shows the schedule 

of tes~ing and treatment for the ~xperimental and control 

groups. Also ·-noted i-n -the table are those points in the 

time schedule where import:'lnt deviations in the. procedure 

were necessary. 

,Th~first three weeks of the experiment were devoted 

to a training program for the counselc)r trainees. During 

week four the ~s were selected and pretreatment assessment 

was carried out, including the tape-r,ecorded counseling 

I 
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week 

1 - 3 

4 

6 - 7 

8 -13· 

14 

21 

'l'able·l 

Schedule of 'l'esting and 'l'reatment 

Activity 

Counselor 'l'raining Program 

Selection of Subjects and Pretreatment Assessment 

---------------------------------------------------

Experimental Groups 

Human Reiations Laboratory 

Post 'l'reatment Assessment 

••••••••••••••••• e· ••••••• 

Control Groups 

Control Counseling 
Sessions 

control Counseling 
Sessions 

Control Counseling 
Sessions Continued 
with One Counselor 
and Alternates 

Post 'l'reatment Assess
ment 
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sessions. The experimental .2,s spent week five in the human 

relations laboratory and during weeks six and seven,the 

post treatment assessment pro,,?edure was carried out on this 

group'only. The participation of the experimental .2,s in 

the study ended at this time. The counseling sessions for 

the control groups began week five and continued until week 

thirteen. Note that from week eight to the end, of the 

control counseling sessions, only one counselor met with 

each control sul:1group and this was sometimes the alternate 

coun~elor. During week fourteen the post treatment assess-

ment procedure was carried out with the control .2,s. 

The forty-eight .2,s participating in the study were 

residents of LMS~ selected by the assistant 

supervisor of group life. He was instructed to select 

between the ages of fourteen and sixteen whose 

period of confinement would insure, their availability.for 

the, two- to three-month duration, of the study • Becaus,!3 of 
II 

~~ exploratory nature of the experiment and the .elaborate 

arrangements needed for the experimental group, he was 

specifically instructed to exclude any boy who presented 

eXceptionally bad behavior problem. 
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f 
1 y. The boys selected by the supervi,sor were then screened 
~i 
l""f for intelligence 'level,reading level, and ability to write 
f1' -
~] comprehensibly. Raven Progressive Matrices (Raven, 1958) , !d 
!c t 
(~ scores and Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) (Jastak, 1946) 

t?l reading scores obtained ,by the institution's school were 

l"t \ used, for this purpose,. Boys were accepted fol;' the experi-

.~ ment if they met either one 'of the minimum requirements of 
.j 
i oil an J:Q of 80 or a reading lev.el of 4.0, providing that they 

t .~ met the additional requirement of being able to make up a 
,! 

1 sentence and write it comprehensib~y. This second require-
,1 
'-6 ' ' ;.1 ment'was included to eliminate those Jis without sufficient 

L;,r verbal ability to profit from counseiing, ,activities reguir
l} . 
. iii . ..' . . .' i l.ng wrl. tten l.nstructl.ons. 

"l 
i"~t The WRAT readipg sco;r.es were judged to be the more 
l,"1 " . . 
l' J valid and reliable indication of the Jis' g~neralverbal 
\~:~~ 
i}ability and for this reason were used as the primary basis 
Ii I 

'.} ~1 
'1 for assigning the Jis to the various experimental and con-

. h< t 
, ':ltro1 groups. 

" 

The .§.s were rank-order,ed by reading level with 

{rank ord~r determined by IQ scores for those Jis with, identi-
.,J 

I' ci . 
of,fcal reading l.evels ;,~ext the Jis were alternately assigned 
ti~ , 
~ '.~ 

: {to each of two groups ~ith minor adjustments being made by 
\~ ""1 

,IJinterchanging Jis so that each., group had approximately the 
l'~ . 
,.same mean 1Q and reading level. One group was, randomly 
(~ 
»f. 

rl 
:;)1 
.is,,· 

.,,," .' '--~-'''.- 11 
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assigned to the experimental condition designated by the 
!,j 
j,1 letter Q, the other to the control treatment~. The groups 

ftl- ,were referred "to by these arbitrary letters ~ to mask ,the 

\~~i na~~~eof the trE!atinent, assigned to each group. 

V~ 
The :2,s in 

kl 
)l..>.;t. 

il 
I· f: 
'\Y~ 

" L} 
k .. ', 

\,'<\ 
~'.o "~t 

'[ ,1 
.: ~ 

both of these groups were the:n ·sepa:rately rank!..ordered again 

by the saine procedure and assigned alternately to each of 

six subgroups--GA; GB, Ge, and WA, WB, and we (thre'e sUb-

groups in each treatment condition). Again, minor adjust-

ments were made so that each of the six subgroup pairs, had 
, . . ( , 

approximately thf~' same "mean IQ and reading level.. The 

L;t 
~ ;~ ~'l:reatment;bIoCks were divided i~to,these ,smaller subgroups, 

" ':,<--

L;~ 
'\ ' each containing eight members to facilitate,the administra
i~:~';. 
~J4 tion of the control and experimental treatments. Table 2 
.~ ,( 

J~lf\ ~r~~~;~~s:the ~ean and' variance 0,£ the age, :\IQ, reading 

, tZl1evel, cu~CJ;'length o~ incarceration for the various'experi-
It·,'", 
j;,v mental and' control ~,stfugroup' s: " The, re was nosignifii;~,'nt t' , ~ ~, ,"" )1 r1 diffetence between the means and variance'~ of any o,f

l 
the 

\"[ , 

'~:;~;.,:,;:l" :::::~::~::::: to any of the variables. 

, 5~'~' /! ,. 
I'Q~ " Group counseling with the :2,s was 'conducted' during 
1· ;.. -

;),,1 various phases of the experiment by six cottage counselor 
'Lf 

" l, ;;::,"ttrainees, at LMSB,' 
'f, '. \;.'. " ,','. 

b:,~l.~g program. at LMSB, none of these trainees had had any 
'\'1 ' 
t;lfOI:IIlal trai:q;ing' or, experience in psychblogical counseiing. 
it 

,\-rl 

Prior toent~ring the persc.innel tra'in~ 

... ",' I') 
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Treatment 

Gr'oup, 

Exper~mental , 

Control 

GA 
GB 
GC 

T'ota1 

WA 
WB 
WC 

Total 

, , 

" 

Table 2 
h 
. £, 

'0 

/ 

Mean,ana,'S.D.of the Age, -la, Reading Level, and •. Length 
~f Incarceration ,for the Experimental and Controi Groups 

Age 
N Mean,' S.D. 

8 15-3 .787 
8, " 15-:4 ' .9ll 
8 15.,.5 1.067 

. ~,'. 

24 15-'5 1.609 

8 15-~6 .781 
8 15-,0 .678 
8 15-9 1.273 

24 15-5 1.,637 

.:"'} 
'...::.;< 

\\ .. ",-
...;;..'. 

IQReading Level 
Mean S.D., Mean, S.D. 

91 10.169 7.7 3.908 
93 14.860 '7.2 2.729 
93 10.296 7.1 ' 2.632 

92~ 20.743 7.3 5.445 

91 14.177 7.1 2.926 
92 9.030 7.3 2.803 
94 14.400 7.3 2.953, 

92 22.133 7.2 5.014 

Length of 
Incarceration 

(Days) 
Mean' S.D. 

69 37.8'23 
105 35.225 
109 86.748 

94 100~978 

89 4,3.055 

!56 38.463 
60 34.923 

72 67.474 

~li"'" • EIf!IIt'lI!:ti EIlildl';'.mMte!iXtM '.Jl'liltbSL1!lo!tl& DJ:2Ili~""'-Ili-IOI'iII;''''''''' ____ IIII;_''''iIIIII _____ ''';_ .... ___ "",_ ....... _ ............ _ ....... 
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The ten-'week cottage counselor,training program is conducted 

by thestat,e of Colorado Divis ion of Youth Services and Ll~ 
{-"/!: {.,J 

I;} involves bri,ef 'visits to di'ffere'nt state agencies and 

\}! instruction."· by their'treatment staffs. In addition to 

vel. thes~ eXperiences the· men met wit!:, each other in a training 
\"j 
Fe1 
FA 

group to discuss their experiences and r-eactions to the 

, ~ \ . { program. 
\1 
I t Beginning the fourth week of their training, the t~ain-It t\ eeSwere a,ssigned for 'two, day~ each week for three weeks to 

=H the experimenter and to the institution'soconsulting psy

!.:l chologist., , For the first two meetings the trainees were 

;, .. ~ r:!t givenbackgrourid information and theory about psychological 

~" } 
!"~ couns~ing by the 'experimenter who was aided by the insti-

Ll f'!~ tution IS consulting psychologist during the day-lt?ng train-
( ,~ 
l' ~ • . }:t l.Dg group meet~ngs. During the next four training sessions 
f:~l tl, the trainees held tape-recorded counseling sessions with 
1..., 
\] boys in the de,tention unit who were not .§.S in the experi-

'1 menta The trainees worked in pairs with groups of six boys 
'I' . i Pnd after each session met for a critiqUe of the, counseling 

;/It tapes. The counselors were encouraged to take an essen

LluallY non-,directive approach with the boys while helping 
11' 
lJthem express their feelings~' The counselors spent a total, 
r~ 
\~\Of ap""oximateiy <i.e hours in supervised counseling 

r·t 
~ ::it 
;- o-.~ r; 

f:·t .~ 
'. .~ 

,I ••• 
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\"'i (j 

t··,~ 
tJ 

sessions,with Ll1SB resiCients before the experiment began. 

Additional time was spent with the institution population 

during the.ir trainingassignrnents and later during their 
L ,~ t .. i regular wo.rk assignrnent~. During the co.urse o.f .these 

~-~'j' 

t'"l 
L:t 

assignmeI).ts the c.oWlselors had informal contact with some 

of the .2,s in the,experinlent outside of the regularly sched-

t~ '~~I 
, uled co.Wlsel:i,ngmeetiI).gs .• 

\t Following the training period :t'!le six coqnsEllors were 
\.'1 \.,t ft rando.mly .paired and each 'of the pairs rando.mly assigned 
'. ~ l'j to. each experimental subgro.up and its m,atched co.ntro~ group. 
f. ~~"-): 
t" l','~ One trainee in each pair was dElsignated the gro.up leader 

L~ whil.e the o.ther member was instructed to. o.bse.rve and serve 
t'. ~:~-i 
1'1 as an alternate counselor if needed. 
l;:! 
t'::~·\ Pretreatnlent Assessment . 
I ' !"'. All .2,s selected by the assistant supervisor cif group 
,0 
\ . 
;. . life were tested in groups of ten to. fifteen by the experi-

'l ,\~' lmt!!nter and an assistant 'Who later served as a .trainer in 
t~'l 
t'j i:hf\ human relations laboratory • '!'he . .2,s were first 'given a 
f.;j "i'l ~eriesof se.ven Th~atic APp~rceptio.p Te.st card.s (3BH~ 6BH, 
f.l .. . . , . . 
\<'l BBH, .l3MF, 17BH, 18BH, and 20) which we're 1.lsed by Shelley ti·, . . 
:\.';, and Johnso.n. (l.!:l61)' to measure the. attitudes of delinquent 

r~boy, "owa,d "then and tOwa,d thei' own ,ole in s=iety . 

. h'IAccorCiing to the~e re,searchers the card~depict situation!? 

·t:n . .' 
w·· .. ¥ 1: 1 

j'::% 
·,'L~ 

, . 
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l~i 
hi,! 

In ::i::::::::::. for the proeedure but low seores indie.-

which are most likely to elicit responS.es indicative of 

They reported ho reliability or valid-:-

tii 
tiveof the 'absence of antisocial attitudes were found to ,1::1 ·,t':1 besignifican1;:ly, related. to participation in a counseling 

)1 . l''\ program and to success On parole. The reliability, of the 

t':~~ instrmnent was also reported indirectly. The responses of 

\11 \.<.\ the.§.s in t;heir experiment were scored· by two raters whose 

I.} scores agreed in all but ope case. 

it 
I. Ii 1·'1 
!'l 

The instructions and scoring criteria for this proce-

L:.~ dure ar£7. presented in Table A in the Appendix. The original 

\:.\f: . ' }J instructions were modified slightly to faci1.itate group 
; A. 
~1 i;i~ administration of the cards. Any.2. who. c.ould not write 

\:t~omprehenSible sentences in response to the cards was not 
ri,t 
\";, included in ~y further phaSes of the experiment. At this 

\'Jtirne all .§.s were 'also given! an naccess~bility to group 

i"~ 
hi~psyc:ihotherapy scale" dev:ised for use with delinquents by 

,F~JaCkS (1964) which is reproduced· in TableB of the Appendix. 
!~~'J. 
t:"The scale was designed to measure attitudes related to 

t~~i , ' ' . 
'(~satis£actory participation in .,group psychotherapy. The 
?·1- . , . 
~I. ,~ u 
(':'!'lUthoJ:' of the. scale reports that there is a significant 

ld. .' 
L.:forrelationof .57 between scale sco~es and therapists' rat-
1 < •• 'J 

'·l.i;~gS' rnadeafter twelve sessions of ~roup psychotherapy. 

nt 
\1 if! 
L~ ~~J!~~ 

, ." 
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The therapist!'!' ratings were based upon obse,rvations of 

wUiingness to partied.pate, awareness of emotional prob-

lems, level 0 f anxiety, likelihoo.d of participating actiyel.y i 

and ability to profit from,treatment. 
, . No estimate of the 

scale's reliability was'reported. Each item was read ·to 

the Ss, who were i~structed to ·follow along on their own - . , 

copies of the quest~onnaire and indicate by circling a 

letter, if they agreed or disagreed with each item. 

The remainder of the pretreat;ment assessment proce-ft 
\' t 
[·'1, dure. was carf:ied out after thE! ,liS had been selectE!d and 
t ~ 
t~I' assigned to the 'experimental and control. groups. A measure 

of interpers'Onal relationships and a,ttitudes of the E.s was 
1:.1, 

,'.j obtained by .means·,pf a scale developed by the experimenter. 

l A copy of. this scale is presented in Table C of the 
\\ 
i' \ i't Appendix. 11 ' . 
F>~ 'related 

The scale measured verbal~ and ove1:',1:: behavior 
'<'-, ,,~\ 

to institutional adjust~ent (,\boys in relation to 
,,' 1~ 

til staff and other boys~,' Therespollses to each ·of. the items 
FI 
!: f were scores on a scale ranging from .one to six with the 
):' '} 

, ,;i higher .. numbers indicating more favorable social attitudes. 

'rj . In, a preliminary validation study, fourteen. boys were. 

rl ' 
, . [ .. lselected by the assistant supervisor or group life, 'seven 

Vie~.idenCing good adjustment .,while seven w,ere' cons.idered to'. 
,. :' f 
. 'ihave made an extremely poor adjust~lent to the ,institution. ",l 
f. :1: 
'\ 

II!? . 
1. '.' 
i ;; 
, > ..... 

-'--"~'---
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These boys were then rated by four cottage counselors who 

supe.rvised the boys but Were not aware of the supervisor's 

One counselor rated four good and '1:1 judgment of adju.s~ment. 
lil four po' or adJ'ustment cases, one counselor rated two go,.,od 

bI and two poor adjustment cases, while two counselo~s rated 

rJ 
.!)§ one boy each: 
i',1 

a good and a poor adjustment case. Mean 

?,:;t 
~,,! scores 'based on the nurnb'er of items J;,ated were c<?mputed for 
5: t 

q ~ 11 each E. and the two groupil were compared by means of 
,t":\ 
kol Wilcoxon's (1949) rank total test f~,~ unpaired replicates. 

I:, 'ct Ll The higher scores for the good adjustment group were signifi-, 

\-1 cant at the .01 ievel. 
"I 

Because homogeneity of content could not be assumed, kJ 
ntJ the scoring procedure for the test was later modified.. In 
: :'-~ ,tl the modified p,rocedure the score for each.§. was the total 

i ~. . 
f t rather than the mean score. The:):,efore , all items not 
LI 
1 ~. b '! 'i 0 served by the raters' were discarded I leaving seventeen 

II " 
, 'j items in the final form. "l'abl,e ~~hows -the Tesult~ -of 'a 

.lei reana~YSiS 6f. the data from the validation study. In the 
l/i'f ' 
I, ,'P 11 

'jreal;lalysis , :total scores were computed for the good and 
, , '{ 

!poor adju~tme~itcases on the basis of the seventeen items 
,', ,;t 
;flremaining in. the final form.· These scores were compared 
I>j l,,ty means of Wilcoxon's (1949) unpaired replicates rank total 

I'ltests. The lower rank total shown in Table 3 is significant 

11 
LJ 
hi 

.t.l~ -~' ~.- --- ,'--,- ~",- ,; . o 
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Table) 

~an Behavior and Attitude Rating .ScaleScores for Groups 
of BOY; with Good and poor Ins.tituti?nal Adjustment 

Poor Adjustment ,Lower Rank Total 

M ~ {) 

'-
7 53.57 32.00*** . ;...~. 

""J 

1,).1 

'. 
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at the .01 level, indicating that the modified form of 

the scale als6differentiated between good arid poor insti-
l<J; 
bOt tutional adjustment. 

\I,:,l 
.,'-,f: 

!.f 
f,~ 
l··.,:t 

Each !inthe ex~riment was rated with the final form 

of the instrument by one of his teachers at LMSB. The 

?"-"~ Ie! evaluation was carried out. during the fourth week of the 
l. ;. f hi experiment along with'the other, assessment procedures. 

L.\ l,t Tape-recorded sessions before the experimental arid 

\"l 
f.k control treatments wa.s the fourth means of evaluation. ,A 
t,~ 
i ~ The three control, and threeexperim~ntal subgroups met 
Ii 1': II 
! J with pairs of cottage counselor trainees for an hour on 
(l 
1 J each of two days. One member of each trainee pair served 
~. j," 

, ;;; . . 
. i as the grouR leader wh~le the other trainee recorde~ the 
!~ "."'! \~, 
iJ order of participation of the grour; members. 

'~ 
\'\. TranscriPtions" were made of sampies :taken from the 
i:~ 
!,:.~ second of the two tape.;..:cecbrded counseling sessions for 
Vt 
\ .,~ the liix'-:l~grOups. E':lve two-minut~ samples were, systemati-

:.'" ' 

:lcillly obtained·£rom the tape recordings according to a 
:l 

, jSChedUle of time~ sampling. The firstsampl~ was tak~n four 
,t . " 
:,illUIlutes from the beginning of the, tape in order to allow 

1\. 1"\ llIlefor the group to settle down. ,After each two-minute 

t~samPl~ an addition~l two':minutes' were allowed to lapse 

f' ~fore the ""next ,sample w~staken 0 In order to obtain 
iI 
l+ Ic.{ 
I,') 
F ,'j 

W:,·_.~.,, __ ~ 
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meaningful samples the schedule was modified slightly when

ever the sample interrupted a sentence or when the first 

sample 'was .unintelligible because C?f.extra- "~" 

noise or .low volume. The. total sample for' each' slib-

represented an accumulation of ten m:i"nutes of inter

betwe-;,m the counselor and group ~embers. Because 

of the poor quality of many of the tape l;ecordings, only 

the.speeches·ofthe counselors' were routinely identified 

while the other members of the group were differentiated 

only by indicating with a new paragraph when one group mem-

stopped speaking and another member began. 

Th.e transcribed counseling sessions were evaluated by 

an rOstrument constructed by the experimenter 

five items pertinent to effec:cive group func-

The instrument along with instructions for its 

is presented in Table D in the Appendix. The itetnS'iri 

instrument were designed primarily to provide an objec-

. description of the performance ~haracteristics of the 

sessions along several importantdintensions. It 

assUmed that the performance characteristic~ meas-

the 'four items were independent. For each of four 

the· instrument·; a scale.· was constructed 

.!!'."'-'''' ... nting nine poihts along the dimensi?n under investiga

item. The fifth item. provided an opportunity 

,j 
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£01" the raters to ind.icatewhich of, four. degrees of coun-

5e19r proficiency beEi6, characterized the ~otCl~ samJille under, 

ccmsideration'Be6aus~\ of the descriPtivet!nature of the 
.' i; 

items andQthe' fact that \\they were to be used 'individually 
" 

and not' as part of atotc.ILscore, only a small, informal 

pilot rating was conducted. Several predoctora:l i~terns, 

were asked to rate three tl~anscribed sessions and report 

on.any problems encounte~ed\,in using the instrument. 

S~cethe pilot judges repo~~ed no major difficulties with 

instructions or the items;, no further refinement of 

instrument was made. 

, The twenty-four. experiment1al §.S were removed from the 
, -.I 

regularly scheduled ,program of activities for a 

were isolat'.lld ,as much als' possi.p~e in a cottage 

for their exclusive use. These arrangements were 

maae to minimize the distraction'; andcounterp~opa'ganda from 

the rest of the insti t1,1tion I s pOJ9ulation. The library, 

room, and control rooI~ of the cottage were used 

,places for. the three E~perirnental groups, and 

recreation room, the largest.of the three, was also 

r,."r.=t=. £or, meetings of the erJ'tire ]laboratory. The §.S left 

only for the scheduleid recreation activities, 
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.mealS',and occasional 'errands to the hospital or to see 

their case workers. At meal time the' boys ,ate togethe~ in j, 

the main dining hall at tables reserved, for theIn. 

, 'l'he experimental program lasted from 8,.:00 a.m. until 

approximately 4:00 p.m. each day and was"conducted by the 

§assisted by two graduate students ~n counseling psychology: 

The two assistants were generally fal1:liliar with hurnan,rela

training, and one of them had had considerabla prac-

experience in psychological counseling. . The other 

assistant had just completed his first.yearin'a graduate 

counseling program but had no difficulty following the 

l¢ad of the more experienced trainers • When the laboratory 

staff was absent, the cottage was supervised by two regular 

cottage counselors on the evening and night shifts. These 

counselors were not formally involved in the ,human relations 

training program although it was necessary '1;0 enlist their" 

cooperation in.allowing;the boys inth~ cottage to go~ern 

themselves as much as possible. -'.:: 1'\' 
L, 

"Th~ ~iqe:rimentalgroups retained the same mernl:>ersh:tp 

for 'the laboratory meetings as 'in the pretreatment ,meetings 

were referred to ?-1i thereat green, ~nd blue groups • 
. it 

subgroups were. r~!ndom1y assigned to the _E and the 
It' 

who met:'fwith'the groups to lend assistance 
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\-1 
\l •.•. ·.~ .•.•... ' ..•... !.~.·.... :~.:::i::::~::::"::o:n::::::h:i::::i::.:. t:'::::-
.' !as much responsibility for conducting the meetings as 

t;;t possible. 
ILl 
[e'l; 
t . The. major laboratory activity was the project' of set.-
1'-\ 
j·;·t ting up and maintining a cottage government to take respon-
:\~ 
1 sibility for group discipline. All activities planned for 

I Ll the .§.s were designed to further this goal either by giving 

~.~ them the tools necessary to solve problems through group 
l"t Yl discussion or by. giving them th~ .opportunity to take respon-
} ),~. ~ 

I J . . . t··t sibl.h.ty for their own .self-discipline. A schedule of 
II 
~. 'tiaboratory activities is presented in Table E of the Appendix 

J 
{and a verbatim record of the lecturettes and instructions 
'b 
'~ . 

\JuSed in the laboratory is presented in Table F. All lec-

l~,rlturettes and instructions weJ:e presented to th~ .§.s. during 

';'f 
k~~e laboratory by the '§' •. 
It . 

The following sections include 

f.l'. . . 
!"rescrJ.Pti()nS of the laboratory procedures. 

Li Day One. All.§.s in the experimental group with the 
. I 

;:' :# 
:c'~ception of two we:r:e moved into a cottage reserved for the 
.\ 

<human relations laboratorY ·on the evening prior to the ; ~ ,~~ ~. . 
~" f~ ;'1.tart of the program. ,The project was scheduled. to begin 

~{ -
,:at 8:00a.m. on day one, but an hour delay occurred while l·J '. .--:C 

f··:the .. release cf~'t~o .§.s held in th~ detention unit was secured. 

'ra 
t ,.~ 

(} 
i J 

~-' 
-. : _,_ ... u.........:....:'" .. 

. :" 
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After "these two .2,5 had baen released it was discovered that 

twoarlditiortal boys not selected for the study were .also 

\'* ,e'l assi~nEldto the cottage. 
"It 

In orq.er'to avoid any negative 

i'iy.t 

t:~ 
«i 

reac!tion from the expeJ;'imental .e.s ,these two boys were 
" 

allowed to remain, thus bringing the total number of boys 
[i.,~ 

! .. ! in the cottage to twent. y-six. The two extra boys partici-r,·'t 
,r:~ 
!~'I 

,k~ 
pated in the laboratory program but were not tested either 

before or after the laboratory. 
l\~ r·,{ 

,('eii: . Mlen' all the .2,s were finally assembled in the cottage, 

~i.l' ·the 1[and his 'assistants i~troduced themselves and made t , . 
I ,( it clear to the .2,s that they could feel free to address 

r;1 the staff by their first na~s (the regular cottage co=-
. , . ('t selors are always addressed' as "Mister" l. The.2,s were then 

,1 given a short talk to orient thern to the nature of the pro-

i ~ 
j \ ject (See TableF, Section I in the Appendix for a verbatim , . ¥ • 
N 

The essential information given to them was that 
1
'.1.1 record) • 

~ . 
l····.~ they '''ouldbe working' for theE for the entire week and in 
k:':l "'. ,.,' -

1 return would receive their choice of a package of candy or 
! \,i a package. of ciga,rettes each day. These i terns were then 

;J di5trib~ted. 'l'he boys were told that they would be parti-
" \ ,} ;.{ . 

~ .. ~c~pating in an experiment in which they would be both sub-

NjeC1;.s~nc:Iexperime:nters. A brie·f explanation of what an 
L:t . ' 
!y'lexperiment involved. followed, emphasizing the importance 

t >1 
'j'\ 

ilt·.;i.~ '. 
" ,~~ .. - .... 
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Vl. 
of trying i:lutnew ways of doing things and observing the 

The .2.s were also told that they would be learning l.'.'.t results. 
}.'~ 
iq how to counsel others and themse~ses and that the major 

II 
\,;{ project of the laboratory would be to set up and conduct 
I,.", 

The meaning of laboratory and experi-F~ .. ' cottage government. 

IJ mental group (E Group) was explained and the staff members ' 
I ~ , t \ 1 werE:! designated for each of the three E Groups. 

. , Next on the schedule was a short film on human rela-
j:\ 
Iii tions training (" The NTL story") and prior to showing the 

1.1 ' 1;:,\ movie the .2.s were given a list of questions (Table F, 

r;\ Section 1, as a guide to use in watching the film. The 
[,'l 
1111 purpose of this activity was to provide the .2.s with in for-

1 ,.~ • 
.. ~ mat~on abOut the use of human relations groups and also to 

\" ~ 

'\give them an exercise in attending to visually presented .. , 
II. 
1. ' ' .. 1 in forma't ion • \: '.'~ 
I> 

The film was followed by a short discussion 

j' ,fbased .upon the questionnaire. 
Ii r :<'1 

ff Next, after an hour of recrea.tion, the .2.s met with the 
\ r'f; 
",three staff. members in small groups for their E Group meet-

\,tngs~ The.2.$ were instructed to discuss the kinds of rules 

J 
I:~at migh~ be needed in' '1::he cottage and the kind of organi-
\' .J .~ 
I "zation needed to make them work. The instructions for this 
\:1 
r~aSk are presented in Table F,' Section' 2. of the Append~x. 
IJ 
: t.t the end of the hour-long meetings the .2.s wer,e gathered 
] 
'" 

! 

~. 
',<··,!t 

.') ....... ~ 
.".:0 ~ 
~--w;'-'-' .. 

'. 
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again in the laboratory goup and instructed in the use of 

rating scales pertaibing to group atmosphere which were then 

used' ,by the .e.s to evaluate their:ll'orning E Group meeting 

(Table F, Section 3 of the Appendix). 

'After 'lunch the .e.s were given free time for a, rest 

period followed by the first task of the afternoon, a lec-

turette on decision-making procedures and an exercise in 

listening to tape recordings of the morning meetings to 

identify decision-making procedures (Table F, Sections 4 

\~{ 
" \, ,.'~ and 5). 

r~:'l The afternoon activities ,ended with a recreation period 

l·'~ .,"/J t'f and a gellera~ clean-up follO'Ned by a 'l?boratory meeting 

t" attended by the evening cottage counselor' (Table F. Section 
It 
l, i 6). 
l~ 

Although most of the day's activities were successful 

Ii 'r \ in a limited way, ,the behavior of the .e.s was so uncontrolled 
'i 
Ii'~ on several occasions that they were given an ultimatum by 

'1 
• ,I the experimenteJ:s. They were told, that if they were not 
t 

/il t more co~perat;i'Ve ·the neXt day the whole proj ect would be 
;(~. t :, 
I,·r called off and they would be sent back to their regular 
j~ !':t school and work assignments. 

''I \,J 
}'f 1'1 ing on duty had been briefed by his supervisor concerning 

Ii the nature of the experiment but this was not the case. He 
, ", ~ 

I " ,I 
'1 11 
f>~ 

f:J 

It was assumed that the regular 'cottage counselor com-

r 
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was at f·irst reluctant to allo\'1 the cottage members to' set 

up their own rUles, but the staff helped.the boys reach a 

compromise with the counselor wl).ich would allow them to 
\,~ 
\1 experiment with a few rules. IJ 
IJ Day Two. ~~ere were so many problems the first day in 

Li lJ keeping the.§.s on the laboratory schedUle and maintaining 
~J. \.1 their attention that t!ie labora~ory program was altered 

i '1 f] drastically. The If,"-C::;turettes and instructions were simpli-

j,)'\ fied and Shortened/and a greater flexibility ~as exercised 
1;1 ~ 
lo1 in the schedule so that the activities were presented when 

it 
\.~ it appeared that the .§.S would be receptive. The assistants 
\~ 
l"~ were given a free hand' to improvise ,ways of using the .§.S I 

j :~ 

L behavior as it occurred to promote ~earning experiences 

t ·l.t related to· the goals of the laboratory. 
I i. " r .{ • r ) Th~ ,first" activ~ty of the day wan to distribute the 

.\ ~'commissary and the .§.S were allowed to help t~emselves. Fol-
t I , I J lowing the distribution of commissary, a report: left by the 

i '1 evening c~unselor was read aloud to the group. The report 
I' . 

;Jwas generaily favorable, indicating no serious troubie., 'so 
j' " t 
!-. tthe .§.S were praised for their efforts •. This procedure was 

1 
llabeled "feedback" and. useq. as an illustration of examin-

! 1. 
11.J.ng the results of an activity. 
)1 

\1 
I ~ \',i 
! ~ 

t" l I .~ 

I·.J WIll 
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Before starting the morning E Group meetings, a brlef 

review of the preceding day' sactivities was held (TableF, 
. , 

Section 7), covering the' laboratory, goals" content of the 

film, decision-making scales, and the results of the ~s' 

ratings 'of their E Group meetings. The E Groups were then 

instructed to discuss how the cottage government had worked 

so far and to make suggestions for improving its effective-

t,iI ness (TableF, Section 8). 

'1 , It The morning recreation period was spent swimming in 
t" ~"), : f1 the pool and there was a great deal of horseplay among the 

L} , ,; ,2.s. Several ~s were snapped with wet towels but fortunately 
pi 
\"":1 no serious injury resulted. This incident was noted and 

1'1 L! brought up for discussion later that morning. 

I]' The second project for the morning was preceded by 

f'i 
II ratings of their morning E Group meetings. The '_Ss then I I. 
\ ~learned about different types of groups (bull sessions, 
t ' 
\ '\ mechanical and organic groups) and each E Group demonstrated 
I"" 1'1one of ~ese types of groups in front of ~,'he oth~r members 
"',,! - -
'k of the laboratory (Table F, Section 9). Those watching were 

I : ~ . 

\,J . - " 
.,t'lrequu~to -identify the type of group being pq.l:trayed. The 

.- ~ _ "5 
1,1.\ 
t:~Subjec~. of dangerous horseplay was then brought up by the 

V:tstaff and several of the boys teok turns playing the l?art 

I "-1" 
l:ff a counselor or that of a boy being disciplined. 
i, ,'l 

h'~ ,.,,\ 
h:;:":l 
1.1 
t';.·:~·._, 

~I 
~ 
l~" 
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·h·;~ After lunch and a rest period the laboratory was given 

f?l .. a lecturette on. task functions (Table F, Section 10). The 

·let l"I .§.s were instructed to .use these ~ask functions as much as 
ttrt , 1] possible in the E Group meetings which followed and to con-
i.i t/{ 1;inue to di~.CUSS the cottage government .. (Table F,. Section 

t.l 11). 
!'.J 
i; ~ 
Lf The day"s activities ended with a recreation period 

I:J Fl and a cottage government meeting which included the evening 

16~ L) counselor .. 
l,t \.:;1 Day Three. Day three began with an appraisal of the 

1,~1 previous day's activities, pointing out the positive and 
t { 
1 :1 negative aspects of .the §.s' behavior (Table F, Section 12) • 

. .-~ 

J They were then allowed to distribute their ot.,n commissary. 
'I 

i 4.and a mad scramble ensued with the stronger .§.S getting sev-
}' ... :~ . ~ 
}.·":t 
r.r'leral items while the weaker §.S received none. The staff 

[,ldid not interfere and remained silent until they were thrc;lUgh. 

Hlrhen the .§.s were told very bluntly that if th~y wanted to 
, 1':~ 
\:4~ive like animals in a jungle of their own making, the staff 

~." . , '1 

;-'fl:,pad no objections.. If, however. they did not like this way 

l"}f doing things then· it would be up to them to_eriment 

. :,,~nd find some soluti.on to the problem. It was emphasized 
t," :-,.1 

\Lthat the staff would continue to bring in only the correct 
\ .! 
! amount of commissary and it was up to them to see that it 
r'~ 
11 
r··l 

.'\ 

i,\ 
\ ;% 
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to{ was a!Otributed fairly. 

\ 

'ct.' . 

This delegation of ~esponsibility 

. ' ::,;} was used with other activities during the. remainder of the '''f ;;t 
!'J 
\<'t week. If the E.s wanted to start~their recreation. periods 

I! },4 on time, it was up to them to get all the members of the 

L'l cottage out of the dormitory for the group meetil'lg. Lunch 
. r'J . LJ was handled the same way. 

" 

The staff merely stated that the 

[ 
,it was ready and quiet. 
l'i 
! ,.~I 
\) 
l4 

group would leave for the dining hall onlY,when everyone 

The first E Groups in the morning were again instructed 

L~ 1(''\ to discuss the progress of the group government (Table F, 

r . -I Section 13). Midway through the group meetings it was 
\.:1 
II necessary for everyone to leave the cottage while, it waS 
! $ 

~ fmnigated to destroy an' infestation of body lice. The cot-

IA tage c~uld not be used for the rest of the day; so the lab-
Wt 
tt oratory was held outdoors and in the school' building. 

t' \"1 . Aftera. recreation periOd the laboratory met on the 

I.I lawn and an atte)tlpt was made to review. decision-making pro-
i~-:·~t 
1-' ,':~ 

\:',.l cedures, types of groups, and task functions, but people 
, 
jpassing by were a major distraction. Each E Group selected 

.~ . 
t'!an important concept which they had learned and illustrated 

:~ 

;·lit. to the others in the laboratory; The threat of rain 

t Jd "'.-~ rove the lalioratory into the school auditorium, which liter: l' .. ~ 
-r i. 
;lEtlly set the stage for an experience. which developed 
J ~'. t 
i l 
~~;~~t 
~''; 0.1 
tJl 
t;)'/~ 
t;",.,~ _~I 

.f 
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l'~ II spontaneously 'I 

r·dt: 
In the auditorium the stage happened to be 

I'" l?~.:\ 
r;~ 
t~ 
lJ<).· 

l\'~1 
\ 

)i 
,1 
j ,:,~ 

1'5 

lighted and the ,~':lat section ciarken~d. Most of the .§.S 

took regular seats but a few of t,he tougher §.S sat on the 

edge of the stage beside the staff. These ,§,S wer'e then 

direc~ly, confr·;:)ntE!d by the staff with the question of why 

they set themselves apart from the other §.s. Rather than 

rl t.t being in a prestigious position to observe, they now found 
~ < L. 

1'·1 themselves on stage being observed by the other laboratory 
l't 
If members. Lt 

Gracually, the other'members of the laboratory 
r ,,'~ 
f J were encouraged to challenge the authority which these .§.S 
i '~ 
L' '~ "l took upon themselves. As this drama developed '<for :t;en to 

Lt L>] fif.teen minutes, the labora,!;ory was on the vergfil of bring-

\1 iilginto t:heopeh the very problem which had hindered 'the 
f.l :.£' " It grounl s development, that of the subtle pressure and out':" . ),.,' , 

t{,l right physical forceexert,ed b:¥ th.e dominant.§.s in the cot-

r'i tage. At this ~int, hcwi(ver. a ciass from the school 

?/{, ' ' 
F:~~entered the auditorium "IDd the laboratory hC!!l to be moved 

LIto aclass~oom. " 
K~~l"- T .(\ t,." • .,.... J ,t"'f After lunch the laboratory viewed the film, "Eye of the 

'~ .r" Bebal,der. 'u Although the f~im proved interesting and enjoy-
\ i~i ,"'. 

,,'lable; the Ss were not motivated to discuss it,. The movie 
~,i~ -t '~ 
r,;,',~w, as ,fol1owe~ ,by, a lect,urette on feedback and an exercise .in \J. . ,'A 

f' rigl.vl.ng ea~h other feedback was attempted (Table F, sections 
1 1 
rC'~4 ii'hd 15). 
l"'!l 
l,.'~ r;q 

" !;~~ i( 

,t'. ~f~~~:~ 
·,'i 
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Following the afternoon recreation period the ~s 

returned to the cottage for clean-up and the cottage govern-

ment meeting (Table F, Section 16). They were reminded at 

this time of the problem which had arisen of stealing com-

missary and other items from. each other. 

Day Four. The ~s were instructed to pass out the' 

commissary themselves again. Various appeals to the staff 

for them so that. everyone would get his share were 

ignored. The distribution went more smoothly than the day 

before, but again a fewmerobers did not obtain their share. 

meetings t~atmarning were concerned with ways 

in which the commissary could be, gistrihuted fairly (Table 

Sect'ion 17)~' 

A second E Group meeting was held after the recreation 

and the ~s were ~repared for it by presenting again' 

lecturettepn feedback (Table.F, '. Sections 16 and 18)',' 

.the ~s had not .been receptive ,to th~ day before. The 

Groups were then' instru~ted. to .!1iscuss and give feedback 

At t;he end of the meeting the boys rated 

sessions and one another on a new set of scales. 
«/,,<~. 

After lunch the membi::!xship of the E Groups'was scrambled 

the new~~roups were' given the task of exchangin~ in for

tiOl~) about what they had betln discussing: dud.n~l their 

f 
" '. 
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regular groups (Table F, Section 19). The day's activities I/t 
r ·•· .. i I::} ended with a meeting of the cottage government after th~\ 

\,fl afternoon recr~ation period. 

t .. :4 Day Five. As on the preceding days, the §.S were g.;',·en 
I .. ,~ t.] the responsibili:ty of distributing the commissary. Next, 

11 the E Groups were instructed to discuss whether or not the 
"r'~ 
If \"'t experiment had been a success (Table F, section 20). 

II'em o:':::e:::
r
:::.::" o:a::::o: . ::a::t:::~" ::e a prob-

tJ group they decided to search the entire cot;tage and a great 

L l deal of time was spent deciding upon the p,roce~ure to be 
J'.'J \;'J US,ed in conqucting the search. Finally a committee was cho-

r3 sen by the :2,s to conduct the search while the rest of the 
I <i 
\ 1 
I'lcottage .remained in the recreation room. Tbestaff inter-

(iiivened. as little as possible and let the boys solve the prob
. k"il~ by themselves • The missing cigarettes were finally 

f::~l\fO~dand t.heguilty §. confessed~' ,The laborat<:>ry was ~able 
L,Ao 
~.'lagree on a punishmen'!=, so the §..' s apologies were accepte,d. 

,f\'.l.'.'l \:The §.s w~re allowed to have most of the afternoon free 
':Ilg 

. r~ecause the~were tired. an~ it was felt that they would not 

l:~e receptive'to any formal exercise.· During the free time 
j;4j . ~). , 
"f{.1 fight'br~ke out which was instigated by a §. with particu-

I·~·' ,~arly poor contrbls whohqd 'been a sotirce of troUble all 
j';,a . 
;,,£ 
·r'::l~ ~ 
l;~ 
1;t,f1, 
V 
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week. w~en the group was convened for the last time the 

problem-of disciplining this ~ was left up to the labora-

tory. The group finally decided tu send the offender to 

the detention unit for a short time. 

'As a £iDal activity to bring the laboratory to an end 

on a positive note, t~e three experimenters went around the 

group givin$i feedback .106 eacK. .p~rtia'lpant. Each was g~ven 

an appraisal. of his good points as well as the areas in 

which he need.ed to change • 

Control Treatment 

After the initial two pretreatmen'\. taf."ec-·recorded coun-

selingsessions, the control groups continued to meet with 

the counSelor trainees from one to two hours a week for a 

total of.ten hours over a nine-week period. This nUmber of 

counseling sessions was approximately equivalent to the 

amount of time spent by the experimental ~s in small group \\1 
"~?l, 

t,:j meetings duringtne human relations laboratory. Initially 

.\~ the contro1 groups met with the" pairs of trainees assigned 

to them, but after the training program for the trainees ,. 
t··-:: .. r::,: c~e to an end, their work schedules usually prevented more 
1 . , . If: than one member of e~ch pair from beipg present to conduct 

.I:}. the counseling sessions. In order to obtain enough hours 
1"1 . '" ' 

';)E~~ of control counseling it was necessary to use both counselors 

\«1 

11. 
~r :l 

i 
r 
I 
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in each pair separately whenever possible. From the eighth 

week of the experiment .to the final counseling session one 

of the primary counselors:was pe~'lnently' ~bsert and the 

c;Jro.up sessions were conducted by the alternate counselor. 

,During the period of the:'contl:'ol treatments "f::he ~ 

.' 

.During the ~eek £ol.l.owiilg the human relations labora-

: ... '. 

, ~ ... 
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they also met again for two more one-hour tape-recorded 

sessions with the counselor trainee pairs. During week 

four the school personnel made a ;sdcond rating of attitudes 

and behavior of the ~s, having had one week to observe them. 

At the end of ~ine weeks, when the control group had 

accumulated ten hours of counseling with the trainees, two 

tape-recorded sessions were held. Unfortunately, in the 

case of two groups (WE and We), the counselor,.·who had acted 

as th<:! leader in the pretreatment evalua,tion procedure was 

not ;available, and the second member of tne pair conducted' 

the tape-recorded meeting. For one of these groups (we), 

however', the second trainee .had lTlet with the group sincE,! 

,the third week of the control treatment. After each group 

had finished the two tape-recorded counseling sessions, 

the group members were tested as a group with the TAT cards 

and Accessibility to Group Psychotherapy Scale by the 

experimenter. 

Due to a change in the scheduie of classes in the 

school and vacation leaves ,by some of the teachers, many of 

the boys had to b~ evaluated by a teacher who had not made 

the initial pre.treatment evaluation. 

"Ih the case of both experimental 'and control ~s the 

pOst treatment data was processed in the same manner as that: 

obtained by the pretreatment assessment. 
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Chapter III 

In order to facilitate the ipterpretation of the 

results of this experiment, this chapter i~ organized into 

The first two sections will contain 

a summary of the reactions of the experimental and control 

It was expected that planning and institu~ing a cot-

t 
; , 
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'I'" 
f~ . Ll their relatiorishil?s with each other such as when they _.were 

Ie] 
r"i confronted with the problem. of dl.stributing commissary. and 

f"l their relationships with the night counpelorin regard .,to 

~I . tbeir behavior a~tor the sta~f left for the day • 

~ day t~:a;:~:a::::e::~h:h!S ~:~ ::::::e:::c::~: :::ng 

': 1.::1 responsibili:tY for their behavior. On day o'nethe .2,swere 
'\'j 

.' I:'] inattentive, Uhcooperative., ·and: .the behavior of thelabQra-

\,l to",. came .c10se to getting completely out .of hand on several 

f,j occasi6ns .,;:\ It. was di£fiCUl~ to get the .2,s together for the 

try group actiVities, and .... ost .0f.thO ~s POid little attention 

"'i,,),:'t to the ~lecturett€s ano instructions. ~h~y' w~re abl~' to 
1,J. . .... 
Vl dJ.scuss the idea of setting up ,a cottage government to Cl. 

l ,:;\ 
k.~ limited extent, however. 
1\,.;1 , ~ . I , lij On day two the behavior, 'of the laboratory was completely 

I.,~changed. on the surface ~t~east,~;;1hd .tbemajority of the 
t.~~ 

.'. " '~,_e extr';'ely~ooperati ve. it was learned that the 

'~ .I!~t""'t= presented by.the staff to the effect that .the ,pro

iI '~r,i~Ject would be· ~ancelled if their behavior did not imp:z;ove 
\1,,, , '[I had mobilized some of the .2,s to accept the challenge of 
[" 

r~,governing themselves. While th~ staff was ,gone for the. 14 ' ' , 
, \.night they persuaded thediss'identmelllbeI;s of the laboratqry 

l 
o cooperate' with the staff if only to stay out of school 

\1 

'" 

I 
J 
L 

T ~, 

'. 

. ~ 
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and receive free commissary. Op a number of occasions on 

day two various E.s approached the staff to ask if they had 

noticed how much better the cotta~e was behaving. There 

was 'some question, howev.er, as to the motivation of a minbr-

, ityof the E.s 'because it was discovered that while they were 

overtly cooperative they, were also bullying weaker E.s and 

sniffing pepper to get "high" when the staff was not observ-

ing theni~ The staff learned about thfsbehavior from the 

~s who were attempting to organize the 'government. 

The'E.s became difficult to handle again on day thre~. 

Their restlessness and inattentiveness were further increased 

'by the necessity 6f. meeting outside the, cottage becatise of 

i:hefumi.gat~on., Outside, on the grotil1ds, they-were dis-

tracted by otherba,ys and by the frequent moves to find· 

privacy or a.void rain showers •. 

By day four-the E.s were again behav;tng well and giving 

the staff almost complete cooperation •. This positive charige 

apparently the! resUlt" of another a·/:tempt by 

certain group of relatively intelligent, well motivated 

the cot't:!lgeto work together to save the experi

Tl~e improved behav:i,or was especially apparent in 

effective attempt to distribute their commissary 

concern withrnaking the hiboratoty run smoothly • 
. ' , 
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W"nenday five, the last day of the experiment~ arrived, 

the §.S were tired and irritable. Many of the §.S were dis

c:our~g.ed because they felt that thld'experiment had failed 

since.some pf the §.s had not given full cooperation. Other 

§.s were anxious to leave because they had been bullied by, 

the Uncooperative §.s, and the'la~oratory as a whole had. 
, ... , .. 

unable to afford tnem protection. 

Al~hough the laboratory was not entirely succes~ful in 

solving the problems attendant upon governing itself, there 

were signs of positive changes in be1lcivior during the course 

of the week. 'In their E Group meetings the §.S at first 

apprOached the problem of self-government by retaining most 

institution's rules for cottage life and by at:tempt-' 

impose harsh penalties upon offenders. As the week 

progressed and the §.s were required to deal with the prbb-

o~ :stealing, fighting, and general discipline', they' 

strllggl,e with'the ba'sicq1iestion of coercion versus 
" 

compliance ar;d the qUestion '0£ why some individ.;.. 

choose to misbehave. other posit~ve observations were 

number of the §.S began to fo~ positive attachments' 

or another of the' staff. They seemed pleased to be 

call the staff members by their first names '7nd to 

+~!lcco:mpanv them on ,errands. During the recreat,ion periods 

(j 

, 
.~ 
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.§.~ would seek out th'3 staff to talk abou~ the experiment 

and to talk about themselves. On the last afternoon of 

the experim~t~ the exp'3rim:enters ,guve feedback to each '.§. 

,_"individually about his performance during the week. Some 
'i" 
of the .§.s waited nearly an hour and a half for theiZ' turn 

to receive feedbac~ even though this was not r,equired of 

them. ,,'It was also observed that a" number of the.§.s volun..., 

tarily gave up their commissary to other .§.s who received 

none fn order to keep the ,experiment from ending pr~naturely. 

Although the lecturettes and exercises did not work out as 

well as had been exp'3cted, some of the information about 

functioning was learned and used spontaneously durin~;;', 

the E Group and laboratory m~etings. 

When the ~s were given the post treatment test a week 

after the end of the experiment a marked iI\!=rease in aloo,f-

ness and reserve was noted even among the .§.s who had been 

the most friendly ahd .cooperative during the laboratory·, 

The as asked 'a few questions about the absence of one of 

" 

the staff and, inqu~red if the staff planned to run the experi

ment again with ,anothergroup()f boys. In contrast to the 

behavior of the §.S during the pretreatment tests, there was 

less horseplay during the posttreatment testing. 

.':,.10""': 

/1 
(( 
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,Reactions to the Cohtrol Treatment and Post Treatment 

Testing 

The cOl)trol"'.§.s were initiall:yc:urious about the purpose 
' .. 

.:"~ 

6fthe'counseling sessions; but afte;l7 .. the novelty wore of.f 

, they became bored'l'dth the group meetings. The.§.s frequently 
. . 

~ad to sit and wait for,the counselor,;;; .. , to ',arrive., for.the 

. sessions and they became angry and impatient over this. In 

c, addition, some of the .§.S were frequentl:y:called' awcW from 

.entertaining activities in order to attend group meetings 

and. theyreserited this. When thecontrol.§.s w~re given the 

pOst::treatffient battery 'of tests there were open expressions 

Of :anger and resentment .. 

'Results of the Statistical Analyses 

. The results of the ;;rtatistical' analysis. of the m,easure-

'ment data evaluating the various changes in attit,udes and 

.behavior of the SS'in the experimental. and control grbups 
", - " 

are plZ'es~nted l~,,- connection with ~ach of the four hypotheses 
~~ " " 

under investigation. For the sake of convenience, all hypo-

theses in this sectiona:i:~ stated:, P:<'siti vely.. ',I'he .05 prob- ~. 

ability level was d!,!si~ated.the.criterionlevel of signifi-

cance for all tests.;c, .. ;: 

Sinc~ all four 'of the hypathese$ which were constructed 

to evaluate the results of this 'experiment were concerned 
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with the measurement of changes, the data selected for. the 
c. 

an~,~~;",aswere the differences .between pretr.eatment and post 

trd£~m~n1:;,:F.!cores. According to H~IL'ris (1963), however, the 

reliability of the. ~ifference scores and their.corre1ation 

with initial scores,must be considered when interpreting 

.the results of the analyses of this type of data. Differ-

enge scores are less reliable than either of the two sets' 

of scores from which they are determined. Moreover, the 

reliability of difference scores is inversely related to 

the degree of ~9rrelation between these two sets of scores. 

A final consideration to be noted is ~he spuriously high 

correlation between difference scores qnd initial scores 

dUe to shared errors of measurement. 

,Beca,use the §.swer.e not randomly assigned to all sub

'. groopsin the experiment, it prove:d to be impossible to 

statistically remove differences,b~~~een the pretreatm~t 
. , 

In addi-,scores of :the'experimElnta~ ~n~ control subgroups. 

• tion, not enough inform,atiqn was 'a~aiiabJ,e to po~recit the 
.. , 

correlations bebJeen difference scores anq the pret~e<itm~nt 

order to evaluate the p;r:etreatment differences' 
. , 

could not be .controlled .statistically, the pretreat-
. 

scores of the experimental subgroups ~ere compare,d"'with 

scores of the cor.responding control subgroups by means 

r." .. , 

'.' 
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of a .!:. test for correlated samples (Edwardl3, 1960). The 

means, standard deviations;, and.!:. values fpr the various 

comparisons of data from three instruments are shown in 

Table 4. There was only one significant difference bet~een 

the experimental and control subgroups in pretxeatment 

scores on the three assessment instruments. The difference 

between the mE(:an TAT scores for GB and WB was signj.ficapt 

t

l
;;\' at the ". 02 ievel. 

'"tl A P<!cr,:tially hierarchical model (Harter and Lum, 1955) 

}i: was utif'~z~d to analyze the measures of change from pre-

~tl,:,',:,'",::"",' ttlh~ee:tma'n:a:1Y:"S~OS' po~:s t:::::e::s t::::::e:

s 

a:e::::::r::t:Y:::heses ~ . • of' combination of fixed and random variance. 
j'.' 

,t::;~ In the pr,ssent design the experimental tr,eatment, was ran-
" ' \ 

j:i, domly assi\gned to a block of three subgroups , the cc,mtrol 

,~: t~eatment ,t~o a block of three matching sUbgroups. 'Counse-

lors were r,lhdomly assigned to, each of the experimental and 
\\ . 

?i,~orrespondin,~ control subgroup~. The .§.s, however, were not 
iF. 

randomly as'signed to the ~ix subgroups in the, experiment. 
, 

Instead, they:w~re ~aired in the experimental and correspond-
" . 11 • ; ~. 

ing control sul~groups' bl their assignment to subgroups on ,.. 
the basis of rckk order. Theranqom' assignment of ,counse-

lors '~d treatm~ntsto the paired subgroups creat,ed ,a hested 

. '., 
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Instrument 

Thematic 
Apperception 

Test 

Behavior-and 
Attitude 

Rating Sc~le 

Accessibility 
To Group' 
Psychotherapy 

* p <.05 
** p <.02 
***p <.01' 

:i.' 

'>r;" 
I~~\ 

['able 4 

Means, -Standard Deviations, and.!:. Values ·'for Comparisons 
between Experimental and Control Subgroups 
of Pretreatment Sc,ore$ on Three Instruments 

"":'1 
..: l 

EXEerimental' {Gl Control {w) 
Sub51roUE N Mean ·,S.D. Mean S .• D. 

A 7 3.00 2.268 3.57 2.321 
B ., 4.14 1.641 1.86 1.355 

J 

C 7 2.57 1.400 3.~9 1.485 

A 5 73.40 17.142 74.60 17;828, 
B 5 ' 77.80 11..409 8.0.60 13 .139 
C 5 76.20 11.771 72.20 13.060 

.A ." \J ~ 6 33.16 2.478' ' 33.16 1.772 
B ';' 6' 35.33 2.134 34.67 2.867 

_;;:c!1 6 35.17 1.462 33.17 2.582°, 

\,l 

ij 
1'f I 

\i.11'1-'.',',-..... ' .. I 
l~ 

,1;, 

I:~t 

'I 

.!:. 

0.385 
3.207*.* 
0.068, 

0.091 Ul 
(II 

,2.258 
0.382 

0.331 
1.857 

• j~'" ~ ': \,' ." • '1": ...,. ~:tf __ .iJjwWia;;~:~1t~;:;~:~~7:;l<'{;.~]~~;:'~~;;;;;;~;I,,[~:;;~::;y:::::~W 
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"v Iil.{ilvery case where a complete set of data for a §. 

was not avaHable, the data for the §.S in the same rank 

order position in the remaining exPerimental and control 

subgroups were not included in,the analysis in order to 

maintain equal numbers of §.s in all of the subgrouJ;>s. The 

following sections contain the results of the statistical 

analyses. Each of the hypotheses isfcrmally restated to 

facilitate presentation of the results. 

!!YE2!..hesis 1. The experimental treatment will result 
<':: 

in a significantly greater decrease in antisocial inter-

pretaHons given to social situations depicteq by selected" 

"TAT c;:ards than 'will cpnventi6na,l. group counseling~ 

q-he'responses'ofeach §. to the TAT cards were coded to 

disg1lise the identity of the treatment groups ahd the respon-

ses, ware then scored by two g~,aduate students according to 
, . 

a relatively objective sco:z;,ing system "d~vised by Shelley 

ana Jonnson(196l) • These scoring criteria are included in 

, Table'A of the Appendix. DisCigreements betweeI:! the two 

scorers were' resolved by the judgment of a third graduate 

student. 
i(..J} 

Table 5 shows the net'and mean change from pretreatment 

to post treatment, scoresfbr the 'vi3rious expe:Z;imental and 
," . 

',control sub~froups. Sinc~ the s:c:::ores wer,s based upon the 
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Table 5 

Net and Mean, change:!: from Pre to Post Treatment in 
Thematic Appeiceptiop Te.st Scores 

Ex~rimental (G~ Control {W~ 
(.';: 

Subgroup N ~ X N ~ X 

A 7 -4.0 -0.57 7 + 7.0 +1.00 

B 7 -8.0 -1.14 7 +14.0 +2.00 

C 7 +9.0 +1.29 7 + 8.0 +1.14 

Total 21, -3.0 -0.14 21 +29.0 +1.38 

~The correlation 1;letw.een change .(difference) scores and pre
treatment scores for the experimental treatment is -.62, 
significant at the .01 level, The correiati'on between. change 
scores and pretreatment ,scores for the control treatment is 
~.06 and not si9nifi~ant. 

f . J. , 
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Ii 
~~er and seriousness of the antisocial themes given, pqsi-

tivesigns indicate increased antisocial attitudes while 
1[/ 

migative signs indicate the reverse. It is evident from an 

inspection of Table 5 that the experimental E.s showed a 

del::linein antisocial attitudes in two out of three groups 

wllile the control groups consistently increased in this 

respect. Table 5 also show's the ,correlation of the differ-

cl~ces between pretreatment and post treatment scores with 

the pretreatment scores. The correlation between difference 

scores and pretreatment scores for the eXperimental E.s was 

-.62 and signit:icant at the .01 1,eve1. The correlation 

bety.oee,n "dif·ference scores and pretr.eatment scores for the 

,control E.s was-. 06 and not significant. The results of the 

statistical analysis are presented in Table 6 and: indicate 

that it.he overall difference'between'the changes for the 

experimental and control groups Was sig11ificant at the .05 

le .... ~l ,of confidence and Hypothesl.s 1 was supported: None 

ofll:h~, interactions was significant. 

!!Y;Pothesis 2. The experimental trea,tment will result 

in a significantly greater improvement in interpersonal 

relationships with institution personnel and other boys as 

mea,sured ,by a specially devised rating scale than will con

ventional counseling. 

~'~'1' ,0,' 
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Table 6 

SurnIlIary .Table for Nest::adAnalysis of Change in 
Thematic Apperception Test Scores 

. ;.:-

~~ 
, ". ~~".~''''= .. ~~''''';. 5!! & Error Term 

~-

Treathlente 

Counselor-Groups 

Treatments x 
Counselor-Groups 

Pairs 
(wi thin groups) 

Pairs x Treatments 
(w.ithin groups) 

*p <.05 

1 

2 

2 

18 

18 

24.37' Pairs x Treatments 
(within groups) 

3.87 Pairs 
(within groups) 

Pairs x Treatments 
9.45 (wi thin groups) 

2.95 

4.10 

~A 

"" 

.'0" •• 

E. 

5.94* 

1.31 

0-
N 

2.30 
<1, 

·.'MIarliifllifi'F. ,.~T. <""-,~"""""",,,,,,",,-•. """,,'7>-""' .. ~,,,,,,,,, . ..,.,,,~~,.~ .. ,~,,..,,....,... .. "--"-.. "_~,,"."".Aft"-''''~~·-·~" .. '-.'-' ...~. ., ·.,....-".~-v-,:'~-~--'~.··~'~~"'..,,·-~-:::-2 
.. . I... N' I¥nilfli_l"~.~~~~~~ic'..~.·~,,:;,;;;.;,!r:~:;2;;~,,!"> .. 'o.;,)";~_.;~:':.c",!~'.i6"~;? : •. ~>N 
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A corn~iete set of data was not available for the one 

~ who was transfe':red,and for two more.§.s who were absent 

from class for most of the post £I:eatrnent observation period 

and. who were conseqilently rated on less than half of the 

items in the sc~~. The data for the .ks ;i.nthese rank-order 

positions in all subgroups was discarded leaving a total of 

five .§.s in each group. 

The .§.swere rated by their school teachers with a behav-

ior and ,attitude rating scale containing twenty items, but 

only seventeen of these items were consistently rated for 

all of the .§.s. The total of these seventeen items was tabu-

lated for each of the .§.S and submitted to analysis. Table 

7 shows the net and mean change from pretreatment to p~st 

treatment in behavior and attitude rating scores. The rat-

ings for two out of three experimental groups sh9t1ed,. improve-

ment whi~e the ratings for two control groups showed a 

decline and one control group showed no net c;:hange. Although 

the overall change for the experimental groups was in the 

predicted direction, the. results of the analysis, presented 

in Table B, 'indicate no significant differences between the 
, . 

experimental and control treatments or the various inter-

actions. Hypothesis 2, therefore, was not suppOrted. 
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Subgroup 

A 
< • 

B 

C 

Total 

(,' 

___ J.i 

Table 7 

and Mean Change :etom Pre to Post Treatment in 
Behavior and Attitude Ra1:;ing Scale Scores 

Ex~rimenta1 (G} Control {w) 

N ~ X N ~ X 

5 +,4.0 +0.80 5 0.0 0.00 

5 +18.0 +3.60 5 -20.0 -4.00 

5 -19.0 -3.80 5 -19.0 -3.80 

15 +3.0 +0.20 15 -39.0 -24 60 
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Table 8 

Summary Table for Nested Analysis of Change in 
Behavior and Attitude Rating Scale Scores 

'-:: 

,~:, 

Treatments 
if 

// 
.f 

Counselor-Groups 

Treatments x 
Counselor-Groups 

'Pairs 
(within groups) 

Pairs x Treatments 
(within groups) 

df MS Error Term 

1 58.80 .pairs x Treatments 
(within groups) 

2 51.60 Pairs 
(within groups) 

Pairs x Treatments 
2 43.·90 (within groups) 

12 313.88 

12 391.28. 

, . \~) 

¢.,-;'~~0.. 
_'.1-

! 

!: 

0.15 

0.16 

\ 
/;0\ 

Ion 
0.11 

".<1 

--~~:.:., 

.fl •• liini1i~~~~~;r~r::r(:Ir;:;r~:::c;.{E:;Y'~:·::··?<;;··C:·:~·~:·-"·7'tr"~J·.·~:·::~:T~;;;"::>~-:·~~·~~·:;-;:'-~.·~.:·~~:':-7:2T"TS::; 
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Hypothesis 3. The experimental treatment will result 

ina significantly greater improvement in attitudes related 

"to. a¢pessibility to group psychotherapy as measured by a 

self-report que:i;;tionnaire than will conventionai"group 

counseling. 

Complete data were not availabl'~ for the one §.s who was 

transferred and for an §. whose questionnaire was lost. The 

data for the corresponding §.S in the other subgroups were 

discarded leaving a total of six §.S in each subgroup. 

The §..st responses to the questionnaire were assigned 

weighted scores according to a'system devised by Jacks 
, ~\ . 

(1964~", arid total scores I rounded to whole numbers, were 

\\ . 
tabulated for each S. Table 9 shows the net and m. ean change 

~' , -
from prelreatment to post treatment in accessibility to l . 

. group psychotherapy scores. All three experimental' sub-

. groups and two out of three. 'control subgroups show achan'ge 

toward a,more negative attitude toward group psychotherapy. 

The controlti::eatment as a whole shows a sli:ghtly greater,' 

negative decline than the experimental treatment but as •. the 

results Qf. the analysis shown in Table 10 indicate, the 

difference between the treatments was not significant and 

HYJ?bthesis 3.was not supported', There was, however, a dif-
:2'~'; 

foaI:ence significant' at the ,05 ,level arnongthe experimental 

and control subgroup pairs assigned to the various counselor 
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Table 9 

Net and Mean Change from Pre to Post Treatment in 
.) Aocessibility to Group Psyphotherapy Scores 

EXEetimental (G} Control (w~ 

SubgrouE N ~ X N ~ X 

A 6 7.0 ~17 6 8.0 -1.33 

B 6 -12.0 -2.00 6 -17.0 -2.83 

C. 6 - 1.0 -0.1.7 6 + 2.0 +0.:33 

Total 18 -20.0 -1.11 18 -23.0 -1.63 

" 

• t" ~,.,." 

... ,,;' 
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Table 10 

!)ununary Table for Nested Analysis of Change in 
Accessibility to Group Psychotherapy Scores 

----.., 

~----~-----.:...--~,-~::. ., .. ~, -----........... _-
Trea:tm~nts 

Counselor-Groups 

Treatments x 
Counselor-Groups 

Pairs 
(within groups) 

Pairs x Treatments 
(within groups) 

*p <.05 

~. '~.''r."_,"<-,,. "\~.'_.-,' 

C" 

M .!1§. 

1 0.25 

2 18.77 

2 1.34 

15 3.17 

15 6.64 

Error Term E. 

Pairs x Treatments 0.04 
(within groups) 

Pairs 5.92* 
(within groups) 

Pairs x Treatments 
(within groups) 0.20 . 

a-
eD 
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pafrs. An . Hispection of Table. 9 suggests that it is the 

corilbinatibn of subgroups GB. and WB which differ signifi-

ca~tly from the other two experimental-control subgroup 

.. combinations. 

Hypothesis. 4. Human relations training will result in 

more satisfactory participation. in conventional group coun-

seling as measured by a rating of transcribed counseling 

sessions than will an equivalent amount of time spent in 

conventional group .counseling.; 

The .five two-minute 'samples for each experimental and 

control sufgroup counseling sessionwerecanbined into 

twelve separate transcripi::T;i0ns. six .pretreatment a.t:ld six 

posttreatment sessions. as part of the procedure for test-

ing Hypothesis 4. Six tape-recorded experimental sUbgroup 

meetings held during the huruan' relations laboratory were 

also sampied and combined into three. transcriptions, one 

for each subgroup. in order to provide extra information 

concerning the efi:ectivepess of the experimental treatment. 

The samples. from the laboratory were intentionally taken 

from meetings held .atthe same time by each of the three 

experimental, subgroups on two particular days when the whole 

: laboratory W;aS well motivat~. This was done to .. get an . 

e.stimate of the level at which the laboratory groups func-, 

tio.nedwhen they Were at their best. 

,o~" __ ...... -::; •• 
- ... .".-~ 
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The. fifteen t:r.anscripqons were ceded to disguise tne 

identity of the 'various subgroups and placed in such an 

order that transcriptipns of the same subgroup were not con-

secutive. The transcriptions were then rated by five post-

doctor",l clin.ical interns •. The judges were given written 

instructions concerning the use of the evaluation instru-

manto The instructions and scales are presented in Table D 

in the Appendix. 

The results.for each of the items in the evaluation 

instrument were analyzed separately by means 6f Wilcoxon's 

(1949) nonparametric rank total tests because of the lack 

of information :t;egarding the' distribution of ratings on the 

various scaled items. The rank total tests for unpaired 

replicates and for groups of unpaired replicates were used 

'in order to allow comparisons between experimental and .con-

trol subgroups. A rank total test for paired replicates 

would have been more appropriate since the scale values for 

the different groups were determined by the same raters and 

Were therefore not independent. The paired replicates test, 

Utbough more appropriate, requires tha.t differenceq of zero 

betwe,en pairs be discarded. If .the. paired replicates test 

Were used ln the present experiment many comparisons . COUld. 

not be tru;lde because the ex~lusion of zero differences would 

1\ 

, .~. 
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r~suli: in fEiwertlian six .pairs and make an. analysis impos-

siple. An :i.:nspe9tion ()f the raw data suggests 1;hat a,lthough 

the' unpaired r.eplicates tests wer~statistical1y inap.i?ro~ri- .. 

ate, the re!;1ults of the analyses do not appei;lr to have 

grbssly misrepre'sented the character of the relationsB~ps 

between the ratings for the various groups • 

. The results of the analysis of each of the five items 

in the eva,luationinstrument are presented in ·tables 11 

through 15. These tables are set up in a standard manner 

to show the mean pretreatment and po~t treatment r~tings 

and the net changes from pretreatment to 'post tr~a:qnent for 

the various subgroups. Positive changes indicate changes 

toward a.greateI;"··degree of' cooperativeness, .work orienta-

ti9n, openness, concern with ongoing process, and counselor 

proficie~cy, depending upon the item. Nega.ti,ve changes 

indicate changes toward res~starice, buil. 'session tai\'k, guard-

edness,conc.ern with pastexperi~nces, and lower.ed Elsti,mates 
. . 

of· counselo;- proficiency. It should be noted. that the. anai-

ysi.13 of the total treat;ment .effects do not i,nclUde data 

from subgroups GBand WB • The ,pust treatment ratings ~or 

'subgroupWB were judged to be unrepresentative as a result 

of utilizi~g the second member of the (~ounsel.ing team as 
" 

group leader for the pos1;: treatment evaluation sessions. 

:.'f; <" C, 
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Therefore, the data for this subgroup as well as for the 

matching experimental 'subgroup were excluded from the treat-

ment'tbl:!;)ls in order to avoid biasing the comparison of the 

overall e~fects. This procedure will be discussed more 

£ully in tpe next chaptE!r. ' 

Item i provided a ineasure of "Cooperation versus 

Resistant Attitude toward Group ~ounseling." Table 11 

sh¢Ws no significant differences between the overall treat-

m~htratingsofClhange measures. 
, '" . ~ , . The differences between 

,the p~etreatme,nt ratings for subgroups, GB .. and WE, in favor 

, of GB,' the experimental group, hO,weve'r, was significant flt 

'the.Olievel. :The diffeJ:"ence behisen the net positive 

, . ,changes for WE," thecontr,ol subgroup, and the negative 
..... ...,. 

changes for GB was significant at ~he .02 level. 

, Item 2 measured. '''Bull ,Session versu~ Work Orientation." 

TaB'le 12 sho;'s none of th~ overall tr.eatment ratings or 

changes in rating to be significant. The difference between 
!~,} 

the Post· treatment ratings for subgroups 'GB and WE, however, 

Was significant at the .05 level indicating that WE received 

significantly hic;Jher ratings. The difference between the 

negative.cpange for GB and the positive change for WE .was 
'; -' 

also significant at the ~ 05 level • 

. 4 

,.~ 

.. 

,,~,' ";-
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,0, Table 11 

1'he Means and Lower 1i<lnk Totals (LRT) for; Item 1+ Comparisons Between 
Treatment s~grQup1~for Pretreatment ~nd PQst Treatment Ratings 

and Net Change ir,':~~;tings from Pretreatment to Post Treatment 

Change from 
Pretreatment Post Treatrn:ent Pretreatment to 

,N _ . Mean LRT Mean °LRT Post oTreatment 
Subqroup_ Treatments Ratinc:LS __ o __ Rating __ 0 _vs .~W~_RatJJ1L_~Lvs .~~EL~_~hClnge ,LRT 0 

o?;> 

~ 
0/7 

A . G 5 4.8 4.4 - 2.0 r! 
W 5 4.2 2&.0 2.0 20.0 -11.0 21.0 f 0 

" .~. 
B G 5 b • .2 4. 6 21. 5 - 8. 0 15.5** \ 

W 5 20.2 15.0*** 6.2 +20.0 \ 

C G 5 4.60 4.0 27.5 - 3.0 \ 
W 5 4.0 27.0 3.2 27.5 4.0 27.0 " , 

Total G 10. 4.7 °4.2 ~ 5.0 
A & C W ,10 4.1 53.0 2.6 47.5 -15.0 48.0 

* P <.05 
** P <.02 
***p <.01 

:j:cooperative versus Resistant Attitude Toward Group Counseling 

I 
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'Table 12 

The Means and Lower Rank Totals (LRT) for Item 2; 
Treatment SubgroUps for Pretreatment and Post 
, ana ~et Chcln9E1 in Ratin9s from Pretreatment to 

" 
if ,', 

Pretreatment Post Treatmen't 
N Mean LRT Mean LRT 

Ch"mge from 
'"" ,pretre~tIrtent to. 

Subgroup Treatments Ratihqs i Rating G vs. W Ratinq G va .W 
PostTreatment 

Net ,qhange " LRT ' 
~""':""".; ., . '.1 • 

A 

B 

C 

Total 
A&C 

* P <.05 
** p <.0·2 

,,***p <.01 

G 
W 

G 
W 

G 
W, 

G 
W 

5 5,.0 
5· 2.8 

5 4.4 
5. 1,8 

5 3,6 
5 2.4 

10 4.3 
10 2.6 

*Bull Session, versug Work Orientation 

2.6 -12.0 21.5 
19.5 2.2 23.5 - 3.0 

3.2 18.0* - 6.0 17.0* 
19.0 6.0 +21.0 

3,.0 -3.0 25.0 
24,5 2.2 24.5 - 1.0 

2.8 -15.0 46.5 
44.0 2.2 48.0 - 4.0 

-~@. . :~.': 
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Item 3 was a measur.e I;t;{ the degrei;3 of "Openness versus 

• 1/ Guardedness". displayed ~n/( the group counseling sessions. 
~/. 

The data in Table ... l3 indicates that again, only the diffe;r-

ences between GB and WE were Significant. Thepretreatment 

ratings for GBwere higher than for WE and were significantly 

different at the .02 level. The difference between the 

negative change for GB and the positive change for WB was 

also significant at the .01 level. 

Table l4!.>res9-T'lts the -results of the analysis of Item 

4, "Concern with Ongoing Process versus Past Experiences." 

Consistent with the results for the. other items, none of 

the overa~l treatment: comparisons wer~significant. The 
,. 

difference between ~ne negative change for GB and the posi-

tive change forWBwa:s s:i,gnificant at the .01 level while 

'pretreatm~nt and posttreatment rating~ for these subgroups 

wer;~ not significal"ltly different, although the lower ran.k 

totals in both comJ?ar~sonswere close to sigI\ificance. 

The .results of the analysis o.f the ratings. on the first 

four items indicate n.o significant differences between the 

various compci:\iso~s of overall ratings. Therefore, llypothe-
. . . ~~ , 

SUI., 4 ~as not supported.·' There were., hQ': .... ever, a number of 

,significant difference~ betwee~,the ra:tin~s for subgroups 

'GB and WE on the fouri tems. 
;If 
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Table 13 

The Mean8aridLowet-~ank Totals (LRT) for Item 3+ comparisons 'Between 
Treatment ·Subgrbups for Pretreatment and Post Treatment Ratings 

and Net Change in Ratings from Pretreatment to Post Treatment 

Change from 
Pretreatment Post Treatment Pretreatment to 

N Mean LRT Mean LRT Post Treatment 
Treatments Ratings Rating: G vs. W Rating ~.G vs. W NetCharige t.R.T 

G 5 5.0. 4.4 - 3.0. 
W 5 3.8 24.0. 3.4 24.5 - 2.0. 27.0. 

. 

B G 5 6.6 4.6 20..5 -10..0. 15.0.*** 

C 

Total 
A&C 

* p <.0.5 
** p (.0.2 
***p (.0.1 

« 

W 5 

G 5 
W 5 

G 10. 
W 10. 

2.6 15.5** 6.4 +19.0. 

4.2 27.0. 4.6 + 2.0. 
4.4 3.4 24.5 - 5.0. 

4.6 4.5 1;0. 
4.1 52.0. 3.4 49.0 - 7.0. 

+openness versus Guardedness'(wiilirtgness to expose "feelings and ideas to potential 
criticism) 

;: i ~-

20.0. 

47 •. 0. 

c:. 

I 

..... 
0\ 
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Table 14 

The,Means and Lpwer Rank T,ptals (LRT) for Item 4* co~parisons Between 
Treatment Subgrpups for Pretreatment and Post Treatment Ratings 

and Net Change in Ratings from Pretreatment to Post Treatment 

Change from 
Pretreatment Post Treatment Pretreatment to 

N°· Mean LRT Mean LRT Post Treatment 
Subgroup Treatments Ratings Rating G vs. W Rating G vs.·W Net Change LRT 

A G 5 5.4 
W 5 3.4 

B G 5 5.4 
W 5. 2.0 

C G 5 3.4 
W 5 2.2 

Total G 10 4.4 
A&C W 10 2.B 

* P <.05 
** p < .. 02 
***p <.01 

20.0 

lB.O 

24.0 

44.0 

2.B 
2.0 

3;2 
5.4 

2.4 
3.B 

2.6 
2.9 

20.0 ' 

IB.5' 

24.0. 

51.0 

-13.0 24.0. 
- 7.0 ...., ...., 
.,.11.0. 15.0.*** 
+17.0. 

- 5.0. 22.5 
+ B.D 

-lB.D 46.5 
+ 1.0. 

*concern wit,h Ongoing Process. versus Past Experiences 

e 
_~~i~",i(F~i , , 

" 
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The, analysis of ratings of counselor proficiency, 

Item 5, is presented in Table 15. The only significant, 

differences are between subgroups GB and WE. Subgroup WE 

was given a higher rating during the post treatment assess-

ment which: was signif;icant at the .02 level,' and the differ-

ence between the negative changes for GB and the positive 

changes Ior WE was significant at the .01 level. 

An additional analysis pertinent to Hypothesis '4 but 

not a direct te$t of this hypothesis 'was conducted with 

the five-item assessment of the experimental group meet-

i11gs held during the human relations laboratory. The analy

'sis was a comparison of the laboratory ratings·of each 

experimental subgroup with the pretreatment and post treat-

ment ratings of the same group and with the pretreatment 

and post treatment ratings 9f the appropriate control group. 

Table 16 sh9Ws the mean laboratory ratings and the mean pre-

treatment and post tr~atment ratings for the experimental 
(;,'; 

and, control groups: With one exception, the 'lower rank 

total shOwn in, Table 16 was for the subgroup being compared 

with tIie li:l:boratory rating. As, Table 16 shows, the mean 

rating~ fOr the laboratory sessions are higher in all thE! 
"" 

comparisons but one, although the difft:;rences b et;,'le en , the 

- ~? 
laboratory and pretreatment and post treatment ra,tin,gs are 

not significant in all cases. 
' ....... 
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Table 15 

The Meano'and Lower Rank Totals (LRT) for Item 54: Comparisons Between 
Treatment Subgroups ,for Pretreatment and Post Treatment Ratings 
and Net Change in Ratings from Pretreatment to Post Treatment 

... -! Change from 

\ ~( 

Pretreatment Post Treatment Pretreatment to 
N Mean LRT Mean LR7' PostTreatment 

.,'; 

Subgroup ., ~reatments Ratinga Rating G vs. W Rating G va. W ,Net Change LRT 

A G 5 2.0 1.4 3;0 
W 5 1.6 23.5 1.2 27.0 - 2.0, 23.5 

,~,':~, -:;, -, .'. 

.~ " 

if$ 

~t 

? 

";'.l 

~ 
\0 

B G 5 1.4 1.2 16.0** 1.0 :"i 15,.0*** 

C 

Total 
A&C 

* p <.05 
** p' <.02 
***p <~Ol 

W 5 

G 5 
W 5 

G 10 
W 10 

4:Estimata of Counselor Proficiency 

" Co, , r" ,(:;,' 
" '~ 0' 

":~1 

~.' 

1.0 22.5 2.8 .,. 9.0, 

1.6 1.2 .24.0 - 2.0 22.0 
1.4 25.0 2.0 + 3.0 

1.8 1.3 52.0 - 5.0 53.5 
1.5 48.5 1.6 + 1.0 

" 
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1. 

2. 

,Table 16 (;..... ~-

'\\ 
Means and Lower Rank Totals for Comparisons Between Experimelltal 

Subgroup Laboratory Rating~ ;3nd Pretreatment 'and Post:, \\ 
Treatment Ratings for Experimental and Control Subgroups (I 

Mean 
and Labora'tory 
LRT RatiI!9,s 

;:" 

A Mean 7.8 
LRT 

B Mean 6;4 
,LRT 

C Mean 8.0 
LRT 

A Mean 8.0 
LRT 

B Mean' 7.-0 
LRT 

C Mean 8.0 
LRT 

Experimental Groups 
Pr¢-"' ~.' Post 
treatment 

4.8 
18.0* 

6.2 
27 .0 

4.6 
16.0** 

5.0 
18.0* 

4.4 
18.5 

3.6 
15.0*** 

Treatment 

4.4 
16.0** 

4.6 
21,.0 

4.0 
19.0 

2.6 
15.0*** 

3.'2 
15.0*** 

3.0 
15.0*** 

, , 

Control Groups' 
Pre ... 
treatment 

4.2 
15.5** 

2.2 
15.5** 

4.0 
15.0*** 

2.8 
\: 15.0*** 

1.8 
15.0*** 

2.4 
15.0***' 

Post 
,Treatment 

2.0 
15.0*** 

6.2 
26.0' 

'",/d 

3 .• Z 
15.0*** 

2'.2 
15.0*** 

6.0 
22:5 

2.2 
1.5.0*** 

(Continued on next page) 
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Mean 
and 

;Item SubgrouE LRT 

3. 'A ,Mean 
LRT 

B Mean 
LRT 

C Mean 
LRT 

4. A Mean 
LRT 

B Mean 
LRT 

c. Mean 
LRT 

(continue4 on next page f 
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Table 16 ~ontinued 

if 
j~ 

::::::-~~. ,~~~/ ~ 
EXEerimental Groups Control GrouER, 

Laboratory Pre- Post Pre- Post 
Ratings treatment Treatment treatment Treatment 

6.0 5.0 4.4 3.,8 3.4 
22 .•. 0 22 .• 0 20.0 18.0* 

6.0 6.6* 4.6 2.6 6~4:j: 
28.0 ' 22,.5 18.0* 29.? 

7.2 4.~ 4.6 4.4 3.4 
17.5*, 20.0 17.5* 16.0** 

6.8 5.4 2.8 3.4 2.0. 
22.5 16.5* 17;5* 16.0"'* 

6.6 5.4 3.2 2,.0 5.4 
22.5 18.5 16.0** 22.5 

7.4 3.4 2.4 2.2 3.8 
16.5** 15.5** 15.0,*** 18.Q~ 
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Table 16 continued 
;~ .... 

c !) 

(...: 

:", 

, 
Mean Experimental Groups control 'Groups 
and Laboratory Pre- Post Pre- Post, 

Item Subgroup LRT ,Ratings treatment Treatment treatment' Treatment 

5. A Mean 3.4 2.0 1.4 1.6 1.2 
LRT 18.0* 16.5** 16.5** 15~5** 

;.~ 

B Mean 3.2 1.4 1.2 1.0 2.8 
J.RT;' 15.0*** 15.0*** J.5.0*** 23.5 

C Mean . ~. 6 
'LRT 

1.6 1.2 1.4 2.0 
15.0*** 15.0*** 15.0*** 19.5 " (XI ..., 

J.!..-' 

*p (.05 ,:;. 

** p <.02 '::> 

***p <.01 
.t~ 

J 
/ ' 

:j:Hi'ghe~ rank total 
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. Cha'pter IV 

'Discussion' 

Tho results of the statisticai analysis in the present 

experiment are most meaning,ful,when interpreted within, the 

context provided by the observational data obtained from 

the treatment and post treatment exper,iences of the experi-

mental and control £.s. Each hyp~tr..esis w,l'll be discussed 

in this fashion and the final section of this chapter will 
./ 

include an informal e';'aluation of various aspects of the 

experimental treatment along with a discussion of the impll-

cations of this research for practi'cal application and fur-

ther research.' 

Discussion of Hypotheses 

On the basis ,of the resul.ts of the statistical analysis, 

. Hypothesis 1 was'aCcepted. It shoUld not go without note' 

.~ "that the s'ignificanceofthese 'results may be itiflu~nced to 

.' The ,analysis 

of pretreatment. scores;=,!:evealed asi:gnificant, difference 
; ,-.; - -- ~ ~~~~~::" 

between the score7 for subgro"up GB, which were higher, than 

those for the otber experitnental groups;: an<1 the scores for 

WB, which were lower than the scores for its companion" 

grou,Ps., The combination of"the decrease :i.n score for the 
/1 , 

eltperimental subgroup from ah unusually high initial sqore 

C',";." 
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and the increase"insc?re for the control subgroup from. an 

untisuallY'low initial score may represent a 'regress±on 'effect 
:';1 • 

having a biasing influence on the anaiysis"of the, change, 

scores., The correlation of -. 62 between~hange scores and 

initial scores for the experimental.§.s (See Table 5) is 

consistent with regression effects but ,no relationship 

between change scores and initial sc'ores was found for the 

control .§.s. Although regression effects cannot be conclu",::1 

sively demonstrated, the nature of the pretreatment scores 

and the questionable reliability of change scores suggests 

that the ,results of the analysis contained lnthis section 

be interpreted with caution. 

With the acY..nowledgement that the significance of the 

d1fferencebetween the experimental and, control treatments 

should be accepted with caution, an i.nterpretation of the 

obtained results is offered. It is possible that after the 

'experimental treatment, the.§.s actually did percei.vesocial 

,situations ';nd relationships between 'people as involving 

less hostile and aggressive interaction. Perha):>s a more 

parsimonious explanation, however, might be that after the 

~iimental treatment the .§.s attempted to appear less del in-

qUerlt. The observations, during the post treatment testing 

s~ssion that the '~s were' reserved in ,their ini:eractions 

'0 
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with the, staff. Suggest that a conce,rn with appearing les,s 

delinquen~might be a manifestation of "their guardedness. 

Ali alte'rn,71tive and related explanation> might be that many 

of the fis weire trying to disassociate themselves from the 

aggression and a'ntisocialactivity that created unpleasant 

t~~sions during the human relations laboratory. There. is 

no appai~nt reason why the results for. experimental subgroup 

Ge, in contrast to the other experimental subgroups, should 

show an 'increase in antisocial themes. AppareI)tly this 

group reacted negatively to some aspect of the. laboratory 

experience. The increase in number and seriousness of. anti-

social fantasies elicited by the TAT cards. from the control 

fis may have been due to their angry mood at the end of the 

control treatment which appear!=d to be associated with their 

counsell.ngexperiences. 

Although the results of the statistical analysis indi-

catedthat lIypothesis2 could not be accepted, the. changes' 

in attitudes and behaviors observed by the teachers were 

gen~rally congruent with the hypothesis. The experimental 

group as a whole changed siightly toward better relation-

ships with those in their environment while the control 

group showed a rather large overall change toward less 

favorable relationships. The magnitude of the change for 

,I 

,), 
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control subgroup WB. does not seem out of proportion as in 

the case of the TAT scores, so the possibility of excessive 

influence on the. overall analysis seems less pertinent in 

this instance. And as in the case of the. TAT evaluation, 

no explanation can be offered as to why the r.esults for 

experimental subgroup GC are not consistent with those for 

the other experimental subgroups. The reason that the 

difference between the experimental .and co~trol group rat-

ings did not attain significance may be due in part to the 

inadequacies of the measuring instrument. Although the 

instrument functioned' well for the small validation study, 

the large amount of variance within the sub~rou~s suggests 

.that the'instrument needs to, be further refined,. Partof 

the variance was undoubtedly related to the fact that, in a 

few cases different teachers made the pretreatment and post 

treatment assessments of some co~trol ,2,s. In ~ddition, the 

pairing. proce'dure woulp be expected to remov.e less variarice 

in the case of ratings of the ,2,s by judges than where the 

actual responses of the ,2,s were involved. 

In the case of, Hypothesis 3, both the exper,imental and 

control treatments appeared to promote attitudes slightly 

less xavorable to effective participation in group ~sycho-
, 

therapy. The, explanation for the less favorable attitudes 
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may have been an increase in the negative reaction to the 

pathology-oriented questions. The decline in scores indi-

cates that items which were answered in such a way as to 

acknowledge pathology on the first administration were 

answered in a more gu'arded and defensive fashion when the 

questionnaire was' presented the seco'nd time. For example, 

experimental ~s ~ho were guarded and control ~s who were 

angry and defensive would be unlikely to endorse an item 

:;uch ~s uA!Jy man who commits a crime proves tha.t he needs 

psychiatric treatment." For slightly different reasons, 

then r bot.1l treatment groups 'may have been hesitant to endorse 

the i.terns admitting of pathology which were scored as more 

favorable to group psychotherapy. participation. The nega-
. . 

tive change, though consistent for al.l groups, was slight 

and does not represent a mal?sive rej~ction of group treat

ment. On the other hand, the resuJ,ts 'of this assessment 

procedure did not lend support to Hypothesis 3. 

'Thediscus~ion of 'the ratings of the transcribed coun

seling sessions must take into consideration a deviation in 

procedure which appears to haye had important cC!nsequences 

'in ,at least one case. rn the me:thodchapterit was noted 

that after 'the third week of the experiment only one coun-

'selor met with each of the control subgroups and a change 
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in leadership was necessary in one instance (subgroup we). 

Also recorded was the fact that it was necessary to use 

, the alternate counselor during the tape-recorded post tr,eat-

ment sessions fot: subgroupWB.An inspection of Tables 11 

through 15 indicates that a'number of changes in rating 

from pretreatment to post treatm~t ,for subgroup WB are 

signiricant ~cross all five items rated and that the signifi-

canceof the results appears to be primarily a function of 

the extremely high post treatment ratings. In contrast to 

the WE comparisons, none of the results for the other sub-

groups was significant. Table 15, it will be noted, shows 

the proficiency rating for the alternate counselor to be 

significantly higher than for the primary coUnselor. It 

seems lik~ly, therefore, that the high post t;reatment rat

'ings on :the other four items are prirrtar'ily the result of 

the Change in subgroup leader and not a d~velopmental charige 

in the group'·sfunctioning. Observations maae dud,ng the 

control treatment suggest that the prim~ry counselor had a 

poor .relationship with this parti'cul,arsubgroup.. The change 

in counselor may therefore have been (loubly effective in 

incre'~sing the ievel of the subgroup's functioning •. Blfccluse 

the post tr~atment ratings appeared to be so strongl:y b~ased 

by this situational factor, the data for this subgroup along, 
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with the data from the matching .\ilubg.t:9UP were excluded 

from the analy.sis of·the overall treatment effects. Although 

the counselor utilized during the post treatment sessions 

for group WC·was not the leader during the pretreatment 

series, the data n.ecessarily had to be: included t!' make 

any overall analysis possible. In addition, the data from 

this subgroup did ,not appear to differ markedly from that 

of ·the intact subgroup (WA) and so some deg~ee of compara-

bility was assumed. 

Hypothesis 4 was not supported by the pretreatment ~nd 

post treatment ratings for the subgroups retained iz:! the 

analysis nor by the overal;!. ratings when the treatment sub-

groups are combined. None of t?e comparisons between. treat

m7nt subgroups of pretreatment and Post treatment ratings 

or changes in ratings from pretreatment to post treatment 

revealed differences which were sign~fical1t.. An inspection 

of Table 17 re,vealsthat the m!,!an pretreatment and post 
. . 

'treatment r!3.tings for all subgroups on all items fall pre-

dominantly on the: negative end of the item scales. Theover

~ll c~ange$ from ·pretreatment to post treatment on alliteIl)s -". ' ' . 
) .. \ . 

·wet .. f,! ·for the most part sIn?ll and in the direction of lower 

ratings. An 1tem-b~-item inspection.of the z:!onsignificqnt 

oVerall chariges in mean ratings from pretreatment to post 

jl 
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Table 17 

o 
";1 

, , , 

~"':'i 

Mean Ratings of Pretreatment and ·Po·st Treatment counseling 
Se~Bibns and Mean Chabges in Ratings from Pretreatment to Pest 

Treatment for the Experimental and Control Groups 

Mean Mean 
Tre~tment Pretreatment Post Treatment 

Item Subgroup . Groups Ratings Ratings 

1. 

2. 

A 

C 

Totai 
A & C 

A 

C 

Total 
,A & C 

(Continued on next page) 

G 
W 

G 
W 

G 
W 

G 
W 

G 
W 

G 
W 

4.8 4.4 
4.2 2.0 

4.6 4.0 
410 . 3.2 

4.7 4.2 
4.1 2.6 

5.0 2.6 
2;8 2.2 

3 • .6 3.0 
2.4 2.2 

4.3 2.8 
2.6 2.2 

\ .' 

~ ! 

. ~~ ..... ~,-n ..... 

o 

Mean 
Difference 

-0.4 
-2:2 

-0.6 
-0.8 

-0.5 
:"1.5 

-2.4 
-0.6 

-0.6 
-9.2 

-1.5 
.-0.4 

'1 
" . 
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Treatment 
Item Snbgroue Grout)s 

3. A G 
W 

C G 
W 

Total G 
A&C W 

4. A G 
W 

C G 
W 

Total G 
A&C W 

(Continued on next page), 
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Table l7 continued ' 

Mean Mean 
Pretreatment po~t Treatment 

Ratings Ratin5{s 

5.0 4.4 
3.8 3.4 

4.2 4.6 
4.4 3.4 

4.6 4,5 
4:1 3,4 

5.4 2.8 
3.4 2.0 

3.4 2.4 
2.2 3.8 

4.4 2.6 
2.8 2.9 

, -, 
I.> 

Mean 
Difference 

-0.6 
-0.4 

+0.4 
-l.0 

-0 .. 1. 
-0.7 

-2.6 
-l.4 

-1..0 
+1..6 

-1..8 
+0.1. 
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5. 

Subgroup 

A 

c 

'I'ot81 
A&C 

. Table 17 co~tinued 

.Treatment 
Mean 

Pretreatment 
Mean 

Post Treatment 
"Groups ~ Rat,ings Ratings 

G 2.0 1.4 
W 1.6 1.2 

G 1.6 1.2 
W 1.4' 2.0 

.'.,¥ 

G 1.8~·c 1.3 
W 1.5: 1.6 

" ~ 

Hean 
Difference 

.... 0.6 
-0.4 

-0.4 
+0.6 

-0.5 
+0.1 \D 

1'1.> 

- : .. 
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treatment shows three changes greater than one point on the 

item sc'ales which merit discuss.i..on. The overall ratings 

for the control treatment changed one and one-half scale 

points toward a more resistant attitude. This change, 

although not ,significant, .is consistent with the angry feel-

ings of the control ~s toward the counseling sessions. The 

ratings for the experimental treatment show a change on one 

and one-half scale points away' from a wO.t"k orientation and 

almost two points away from a concern with ongoing process. 

These changes could be interpreted as consistent with the 

experimental ~S' reaction tq the experimental treatment. 

I,the changes on these two scales suggest that the experimental 

§.S avoided the,work orientation of the laboratory experience 

, " ,but ;wi}:h,' less ~nger. thall:the, control §.s' reac:Honto tht'; 

counse+ingsessions. 

As mentioned in the results section the ratings on all. 

five items for the experimental subgroups were higher for 

the laboratory sessions than for the pretreatment and post 

tre<itment ratings with the exception of one pretreatment 

':t:, rating.for·~i.il';;;.rc:lUP GB o.n 'item 3. These laboratory ratings 
,~:;, .~';, " 

wei:e'~:Lsohigher than th~ pretreatment'and post trentment 
~ . 

-,' 

ratin'gi;i , for the matching control sUbgroups. The laboratory 

ratings are not significantly higher in all cases, however. 

.. , 
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Table 18 is a simp1ih~at.ion of Table 16 and shows the 

pattern of significant di'fferences bstween the laboratory 

ratings and the ratings for the various corresponding ses-

sions. The post treatment results for control subgroup WC 

were not idcluded for the reasons outlined in a previous 

section. Each asterisk indicates that the differences 

between that particular set of subgroup ratings and the lab-

oratory ratings were significant at the .05 level or higher, 

in favor of the laboratory ratings. An inspection of Table 

18 reveals that for Item 1, the laboratory ratings for GA 

and GC were in general significantly higher than the compari-

son subgroup ratings. Subgroup GB laboratory ratings were 

only signLEicantly greater than the control group's pretreat

ment ratings. Wi th one exception in connection with' subgroup 

B, the pretreatmeht comparison, the laboratory ratings on 

Item 2 were significantly greater than all comparison sub-

group ratings. The laboratory ratings on Item 3, however, 

show' no consistent pattern of significa,nt differences except 

for GC' laboratory ,ratings which are significantlY greater . ' : 

'than all comparison ratings except GC post treatment. The 

ratings for Item 4, in general, are higher 'than for the 

comparison ratings with the exception of GB where, again, 

onty the comparison with the control pretreatment; rating is 

.,' 

I', 
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Table 18 

Pattern of Significant. comparisons Between Lc,bQrCltory 
Ratings and Pretreatment and Post Treatment>'llatings 

----------~----------------------------------------------------"--~--

Item 

1. 

2. 

,3. 

4. 

5. 

SubgJ:'oup 

A 
B 
C 

A 
B 
C 

A 
B 
C 

A 
B 
C 

A 
B 
C 

Expe_J;'ill1~ntal Group (G) . control Group (w) 
Pretreatment PostTreatment Pretreatment Post Trea~ent 
Com~riscm __ . __ Col1lp~J;'i_s~rL __ ~ _CPIllP_arison _CPlTlj:>arison 

* 
." 

." 

." 

." 

'It 

." 

." 

." 

,~ 

." 

* 
." 

,'It 

." 
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* 
." 

* * 
* 
* * 

* * 
* 
* * 
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"'Lower Rank Total Significant at the .05 level' or Higher 
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significant. With one exception, t):!.e comparison with the 

post treatmen~ ~ating for control subgroup C, all labora-

tory ratings on :ttem 5 are significant.ly higher than the 

comparison ~atings. 

The pattern of significant differences'presented in 

Table 18 suggests two important observations. The first 

is that the results for subgroup GB appear to. be semewhat 
I 

atypical in cemparisen to. the ether greups. Table 16indi-

cateis that the laberatery ratings fer GBare lewer than fer 

theoi;hEH':, greups while the pretreatment ratings fer the sub-

greup tend to. .behighei:: than for thc·ethersubgreups. No. 
~~'~. 

exp1;cma.tio.n can ~,e offer-ed fer the deviatien efthiS gl'OtiP 

except perhaps tl-.le pess;i:q,t:lity that when a greup respend.s 

strengly to. a negative experience it ",Iso. tends to. respend 

strengly in the at.her directien to. a pesitiveexperience:. 

TheX'~~cend ebseryatienis that when the results f~r sub,~';j-, 

greups GB ,anq WB are disregarded, the pattern efsignificant 

differences in Table 18 suggests that the laboratory ratings 

are clearly" superier· to. all comparisen ratings with:the 

exceptionef ,these fer Item 3, epenness vers!ls guardedness. 

Altheugh sc.attered differences are. signi£iccuit,. there isa 

strong suggestien that the experimental §.s;in general, were 

not significantly more open .during the laberatery seSSierlS 

~.', ,. 
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than they and the control E.s were during the pretreatment 

and post treatments. This difference among the items ·implies 

that the laboratory experience may have promoted chang.<9s 

toward more effective group. interaction which were restricted 

to the immediate situation while more extensive personality 

reorganization, related to openness and trust did not have 

time to develop completely. This, hypothesis might aid in 

the explanation of why significant changes. in,)~ttitudes and 

behavior, ware not clearly demonstrated on the other ass,ess-

ment instruments. Beginning att~mpts to relate with, others 

more openly, coupled with the experimenters' leaving at the 

close ~fthe laboratory could, be expec~ed to produce a nega

t~vereaction to the laboratory experience.' 

:r~ contrast to the pretreatment and post treatment rat-

ings. the laborator}~ J;"atings consistently fall ,on the favor

able'e~d of the item scales. ,The laboratory sessions, then, 
~ / ' 

are d~finitelY 'characterized as ,cooperative.work::;:'priented. 

relatively oPen, and concerned with ongeing precess. 

A factor related te Item 5 ratings. which has net as 

yet been discussed, is the degree of preficiency displayed 

";, by the laboratory staffa~d by ·the counselers during the, 

varioustranl;cribedsessiens. Table 17 shewst;hat the pro

ficiencyratings for the institutien ceunselors ranged freljl, 

to J;lOor while the ratings fer the experimenters ranged 
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from good to excellent. This difference in proficiency 

is a confounding variabl.e which complicated the comparison 

of the laboratory sessions with the counseling sessions. 

While some of the$uperiority in rated proficiency for the 

. laboratory staff is undoubtedly related to their greater 

knowlectge and counseling skill, particularly in compa-rison 

with the very small amount of training received by the 

institution's counselors, there are several other mitigat-

ing factors to be considered. First, the experimenters were 

not: professional counselors but graduate students with a 

limited amount 6f practic?l experience with delinquents. 

In addition, the laboratory staff were to some extent fol-
! . 

lowing a prescribed procedure in which they did not act as 

traditional group leaders.- Instead, the experimenters cre-

ated dilemmas and then acted.a,13 observers and set limits on 

the laboratory's behavior,..-a role Which was an important 

ingredient of the experimental. treatment itself • 

. -
'Becausethe sample for the experimental sessions was 

purPosely selected from group meetings held on the two days 

when motivation and cooperation were optimal, it can be argued 

-that the'differences between the laboratory and counseling 

ratings are entl.relyan artifact of the selection procedure 

for the samples. It is admitted that samples co.uld have _ 
;~ , ' ) 
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been taken from laboratory se,ssions that probably would 

not have been, rated any higher than thepretreatmsnt and 

post treatment samples. Although a conclusive rebuttal to 

,the selectivity argument cannot be documented. there is evi-

dence that' the laboratory ratings ,selected dodemon::ltrate 

valid treatment effects and that despite the restriction of 

samplit19,to the last counseling sessions, the comparison 

ratings ,are representative of group functioning in the more 

traditional type of c9unseling group. The laboratory ,samples 

were selected from sessions held at,. the,. ~ame hour by all 

tliree~xperimental subgroups, and it is significant ·tha,tthe. 

ratings for all samples are uniformly high. The five' com-

parison samples taken from the post treatment sessions of 

both experiment.d anel control, on the other hand,cons.:i.st~ 

ently racei ved lower ratings. ' " If: the differenc'es were 

entirely a fUnction of the seSSions selected for sampling 
,'. " -" , 

it'woula,be expected that the ratings for at least one of 

the five sessions wbuld equal or surpass the laboratory rat-

ings. Additional evidence against the argument of selec-

tivityisthe high ratings obtained by the control subgroup 

which were' excluded from th~ analysis of the overall data.' 

In this base, where the rat4-ngs obtained were approximatel;Y' \' ',i:, equivalent to the laboratory ratings. it was assurnedthat 
.it,,',,:':" 

:i 

1 
. ' 

*. 
,A<' _ ~: ': :-:',::;::,.: 
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the introduction o.f the alternate counselor .had a.n exag-

gerated and transitory effect. This example was cited to 

demonstrate that the final counseling sessions could vary 

in the character of. their functioning,with the implica~ 

tion that lower ratings for the unbiased subgroups were not 

merely a function of selecting ·the samples from the last 

counseling sessions. 

A final consideration is the possibility that the rat-

. ings of counselor and laborato~ staff proficiency are not 

',' 

independent.of the level 6f group functioning. Estimates of 

counselor proficiency may depe.nd to some extent on the level 

of the pE:!rforrnance characteristics of the sP-bgroups. Some 

evidence for this can be observed in the ItemS r.atings 

IJresented ~n Table; 16. The over.all ratings" for coun.sel:or 

proficiency . associated with the e:{perimental subgro~ps shows 

a half..,.point decline on a four-po:i,nt scale. Th.e profi9iency 

associated with the control sessions, though, shows a tiny 

increase. Inbo.th cases, however, the .proficiency ratings 

are .fox: the same counselor 'or counselors • 

. . The data presented thusfarhaw;l ).:>een cpncElrned with·, 

two general issues: the effect of a human relations trainJ 

ing experience on attitudes and interpersonal relationships 
,\ 

outsiqe the experimental-laboratorY and differences in the 

., 

, .•.. 
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level of, fUnctioning in human relations groups versus tradi

Uonallyoriented groups. Tlle experimental, treatment was 

found to have 'produced only a significant reduction in the 

anti'social fantasy elicited by selected TAT cards. Three 

other hypotheses conc~rneawith predicted t'reatment effects 

ware not supported. 

The analysis of supplementary ,measurements of group 

f'¥lctioning during the experimental treatment and cOI1)~risons 

with group functioning in pretreatment and post treatmenf 

cou,nseling se3sions suggests 'that the experimental treatment 

program was effective within the immediate setting of the 

'laboratory. A more definite conclusion is precluded by the 

contaminating effects ?f ,using different personnel for the 

experimental tr,eatment and the special 'selection' of. the lab

oratory sessions for rating. Added supp6rtfor the effec-

tivenessofhuman relations training techriiqties in improving 

" the, group fUnctioning of delinquents is provided by the di,s

cUssion of the informal ~bservation data presented in the 

following section. 

Discussion of In£drmal, Observational. Data 

As the,observations'repqrted, in the previous chapter 
. ' 

indicate, the ,experimental laboratory program was :'a qualified 

succ~ss ,in terms qfdircumventing ;resistance by in~olving 
'1(' 
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the . .§.s in problem-solving <,!ctivities and in providing an 

OPportlmity for. them to 1d:9i:m· relationships with the experi

ment,ers. Although som~ aspects of the laboratory program 

met with a.less-than-hoped-for.degree of success, the 

rationale upon which the experimental treatment was based 

proved to .be generally sound. The rationale and special 

.features of the experimental treatment will be discussed and 

evaluated in this final sectJ-on • 

. The greatest amount of difficulty was experienced with 

the· instrumented portions of· the laboratory ahd the initial 

rigid. schedule of activities. The original lecturettes and 
f". 

instructions devised for the laborattlry were too long and 

complex to be readily. understood by the .§.s, ,particularly 

when their motivation: was: low. The revisions made after the 

first.Ciay .resulted.i:n SOIne degree of improvement in the .§.si 

" attention and understanding. On days when the .§.S were well 

motivated. they ·used and -referred to the information related 

to ty!>es of groups and decision-making procedures which was 

d+scu$sed in. the lecturettes. ThE;l Use of rating scales which 

were designed to help. the .§.s .. evaluate their group's effec-' 

tiveness was not pa·rticularly successful. In retrospect, 

. this appears to. be because effective group functi9ning was 

important to :tl1e .§.s ·onlyto the extent that they were 

..... " 
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concerned with pleasing the laboratory staff. other' issues 

more important to. the laboratory overshadowed attemptstc/ 

give feedback fJ:'om t~e results of the ratings. In, ,the mC?rn-

ing~1,leritheresults of the, ratings of the previous day's 
, ' 

groups '\were presented the ,2,s were usually more concerned 

with going to their small group meetings to discuss the dis-

tribution ot; the commissary than they wElre in the results: 

of the,' rC!tings. It ,is also possible that many of the' boys 

did noh .gat a clear understanding of the purpose of the 

scales. beca,use of the confusion and lack of atten'cion when 

,) the scales were first explained. 

The uSElfplnes5 of the exercises which were designed to 

'illustrate such things as observation; decision-making pro-

cedt"xes, types' o:t; groups, and feedback va:t;ied from excellent 

p" to . poor. Film view.ing and li .. stening to. tape,' reco;L,dings of H " 

gr~p sessions were not satisfact9ryas exer'cises jiri"observ-

ing andidentifyingb~cause of the poor quality of. the tape. 

recordings and .the relatively uninteresting ~£:iJ;ms. More 

imp6rtantly, however, the ,2,slacked any realincen'tive for 

these' activities. D Other exercises such as regrouping the 

.§.s into new subgroups for. one session to exchi;lIlge:infor.ma-

tionand giving individual feedback to the~s .at the .end of 

the l,aboratory :workedwell. The regrouping exercise, i~ 

" ~) 

,'::, 

.Q 
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',-- p~rt.;cular,. was ipteresting because ·the E.s were ':£orced, to 

.cope.with new patterns of dominance in. the restructured 
.:-:::~-- ... ,..... '. 

groups. The regular subgroup meetings ·were.well received 

by the .§.S anq the beginnings of group cohesiveness began to 

develop over. the .course of the week. The small groups also 

seemed to facilitate the development of relationships with 

the staff Il1embers whp were assigned to these .groups. Allow-

ing t..he .§.? t6 address. the staff by theiJ; first names was 

also i;ound tocbe effective in encouraging the E.s to relate 

more ope!l;ty. Th~.sinfoJ;mal relationship between the staff 

and."the E.s did not precipitate any discipline problems or 

lack of respect. The large nwnber of E.s in the laboratory 

It\eet.ings, however, created.a distraction which prevented 

this unit irom func~ioning ver·y effectively. The most suc

cessful features of the laboratory, howevel;, weretl).ose 

'."0 ,iitv:olving>"d;ilemmas, delegation of. responsibil;i~y ,.<;lnd the 
..... , '.. 

-.linpl;ovised.use of situations which, developed. spontaneous;].y. 
.,': . ~ . ,'. " 

The greatest involvement of theE.swasassociatedwith the 

problem of setting up aiebttagegovernment to regulate them-

selves and in connection-with the dilemma created pythe' 

staff when the E.s were given the task of distributing thei~ 

own. commissary.. A ~~er of E.s found these. tasks challenging 
:'"..:,.~. '"'-

, 
enou:gh to persist in

l 
attempting to organize the cottage into 
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a self-governing gl:'OUP despite physl:cal punishment, abuse, 

and lack of cooperation from some of the other §.s. Role

playing'of various parts <in the conflicts which emerged as 

a result of the group I s recreational aetivity p'rov,ed to be 

especially interesting to many ,of the boys as ,was the con .... 

frontation of the" tougher boys in the auditorium; In ,both 

illst~ces,the ongoing activity of the §.S was used in such. 

aWay as c'to<,f1'xplorethe consequences of behavioral alterna-

tives. 

There were several aspects o~the lab6rC\tory experience 

~here more fortunate circumstances or mOre astute management 

might have' produced a more effective ,program. An important 

variable was the large number of..§.s in the laboratory which 
JI 

oniy agJr.avated the overstimulation which occurred when the 

§.S were restless and uncooperative. In retrospect, there 

wer~ <tOO many §.S int}f~ laboratory even before- an admil':!l.stra

tive mistake added tWo more §.S. The laboratory would, have 

~ctioned li\uchlliore SIt\O?~ly with eighteeno'rather than 
'~ , 

·~enty-six §.S., ThelargelEi~numbe~ of .§.S had to be used, how

ever. 'b~causethe in'sd.bItion was crowded and the eJ..-perim:ental 

cottageha'd to be fill,.~ ... d:.. A sec~rid variable which;could not 
". ':",' I 

'be oontrolled complete!'ly 'fa~, the deg?;il:!e of, isolation provided 

for the' laboratory. Activ:i.tieswere, frequentl:y interrupter,'! 

".;;\( 

" 
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by mesaengers who arrived to pick Up~s for appointments 

with their social workers or the doctor,' Other,interrup"; 

tions were caused by bo,Ys who came to the windows of the 

cottage to ask for cigarettes or to pass informatl.on to. the 

~s. To; some extent: tlrese outside contacts created morale 

problems because they reminded the i?s of allegiances and 

rivalries with boys who were not in the laboratory. They 

. were ,also a disrupting influence because they told the ~s 

they were being "braiIlMashed" and suPpo-rted the as,sertions 

::> 
ofsbme of the ~s that they were only participating in order. 

to get the commissary. . More complete isolati.on in' the 

presen,t experiment was not feasible, becausaof the current 

i,nstitutional procedures. 

\) The laboratory program might have been made more com~ 

prehensive by in:v.olving the night counselors in the project. 

'Therel'lolaS no time to 'brief these counSEllors befor!;!, the 

expe~iment ana'cft"n,ad been assumed that this had been done 
;;\ 

by their supervisor.l\ This was' nOj;. ;.he case, however, and 

there was friction betw,een the Jas who were given responsi.,.. 

bility for their behavior duririg the day and the night coun

selors who\'lere uncerlain o'f how far they should go' to 

acc:ommodate the experiment. A full briefing,' if not some 

traiilihg in human relations training, might have led to a. 

improvement in the overall program • 

• ,11, 
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If .theexperimental program were to be modified, either 

for immediate use or for further research, the:mostimpor-

tailt .change would be an. ,extensive use of behavior-shaping 

procedures according to reinforcement principles. It. is. 

quite possible that many of the attention and motivation 

problems encoun,i;;ered during the'laboratory might have beem,. 

minimized if tlle behavior of the .2.s .had been brought under 

the control of reinforcement. For example, the .2.s might 

have been more likely to attend to the lecturettes and other 

exercises if reinforcement had been made contingent upon 

their applying this information to· their group meetings. 

Greate.r freedom could l).ave beElD made cont~~gent upon the' 

dev,elopment of Pla~~ible plans. for self-governnl~nt and the 

succeSsful handling o£ lowe:: levels of responsib'ility. In 

the present experiment, concrete reinforcement was used inef:" 

ficiently and too much reliance was placed upon therein~orc-

. , ing value oft.be staff members. 'The experiment Ttlorked as 

well as it did, however, because the staff members did have 
J' . 

some social rrinforcement v~lue. A more effective technique 

would have b1en,,:!'-o shape the .2.5 'behavior by reinforcing 
I , .. ' .... '-. 

them fo:-= th~L C\9-qui~it.lon of skil;lsimportant fqr effective 

group functioning and self-gbvernment~ In addition" gradual 

~ransition to a greater reli~nce on social reinforcement 
" 

supplied by the experimenters could be effected. 
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Despite th~':~ii~ck of conclusive evidence presented here 

that a residential human re.lations training laboratory pro-

duces any lasting effects on att~Fudes and behavior; the 

positive response of the §..S to various parts of the prograln 

suggests that the development. of treatment programs along 

these lines for confined delinquents may prove to be fruit-

ful. 

.. -:: 
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Chapter \:\ 

Sumli1ary 

Re~istance to therapeutic treatment is a frequently 

mentioned obstacle to effective group counseling and psycho-

therapy with-delinquents. The present experiment was con

ducted to determine if human relations training techniques 

could .be used to circumvent this resistance. The experi-

mental treatment consisted of a one-week, instrumented, resi-

dential human relations training laboratory, utilizing some 

features of' experimenter-subj~ct psychotherapy, and' specially 

constructed for use with twenty-four confined male delin-

queIits. During the laboratory the E.s spent most of their 

time in meetings of the entire .laboratory and in small sub-

group.meetings. This experimental treatment program incor-

poratedthefollowing characteristics of human relations 

training which wer~ expected to minimize resistance to group 

treatment: 
-':;.:.'~ 

1. An initial,treatment focus on gro'lip"process gener-
. >";\ • 

\\ . 
ated by the task of setting up a group. governh'ient, followed 

l! 
bya gradua,lshift.in emphasis to a concern"with behavior 

and attitude change • 

. 2., An experimental. setting and experimenter-subject 
;J 

. relationships ratherthan\:!onventional psychotherapeutic 

relationships. 
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3. A mini.ni~ of authoritative re13trictions combin~d 

'with the encourageJllent of independent behavior and respcin-

sibility for the group • s behavior .• 

4. A utilization of peer, pressure as the impetus for 

behavior change. 

5" A focus on increasing social competence. in inimedi-

ate and concrete situations. 

6.. A utilization oflecturettes, rating scales, pro-

gress charts, and explicit .. verbal. feedback~ 

The effects of the. experimental treatment were assessed 

by cOmparing the experimental Jis with twenty-foUr paired 

control Jis on· a numher of measures. The control !is sPent 

an amount of t~e approximately equivalent to the laboratory 

e&perience in a 'more ,conventional form of group. counseling 

sessions. Four hypotheseswereconstructea to aid in test

ing. the effectiveness of human relations. techniques in pro

mating changes' in behav,i:or:'i.n-severai 'areas. 

Hypothesis 1., The experimental treatment will result 

in a,significantly greater decrease in antisocial interpre-

tations given' to social situations depicted by se.lected TAT 

cards than will conventional group cOllUseling. 

Hypothesis 2. Theexperiinental treatment will result 
. , 

in a Significantly greater'improvement in interpersonal 
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relationships with institution. personnel and other boys 

as mE!asuJ:ed by a specially devised rating scale than will 

conventional counseling. 

Hypothesis 3. 'l'heexpertihental treatment. wHl result 

in a significantly grea't:er improvement in attitudes related 

to accessibility to group psychotherapy as measured'by a 

self report' ques1::ionn,airethanwill convent icin al group coun

seling. 

Hypothesis 4. Human relations tra:l.ningwili re:;\1.lt in 

more'Satisfactory,Participation in conventi.onal gr,oup coun

I;>elingas measured by a rating of transcribed counseling 

,sessions than will an equivalent amount of time spent in 

conventional group.counseling. 

Thefi~st t:hreehypothases were invest.i~ated with a 

·mixed-model analysis bfvariaryce of changes rrom.pl;etreat_ 

mant testing to post'treatmenttesting£orthe experimental 

'and control Jas. Only Hypothesisl wassuppor~edbythe. 

results of the analysis.' Although the instability of change 

measures' and certain inadequacies in experirn~.htal design 

() raise questions.as to the significance of the results, the 

decreaseiri,·1nHsocial interpretations fOF the experimental 

,eSWclS congruent with an increase in guardedness after the 

experimental treatment. ;rt was speculated that this increase 

.-;" 
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in 9\'\arCi~Qnel:!s Wasc"i_n part a reaction to the loss of rela

tipnships \!Ihich were formed by ,tits §.S with 'the laboratory 

Hy~t.hesis 4, whiCh deals with ratings of tran~cribed 

"counsel:4-'?9: se!;ls:ions.was assessed with a nonparametric,rank 
-·t.:·, 

totals test. The changes in group func,tioning f;com pre-

treatment to post -treatment Jortheexperimental subgroups 
. "-' 

did not"differ: significantly from the changes for tile oon-

" 'l:ro1 subgroups and flypothe:sis 4 ~wqshot accepted, ,An adgi-' 

tional analysis pOiIlPClred !:lelectedexperim~ntal subgroup 
II 

',sessions held ~hiring the laboratory with the pretreatment 
;--, 

and post treatmentsessi,ons ,for the expecrimental and control 
,[ ........ 

sUbgroups. The .laboratory sessions received significantly 

higher ratings tha~ the compal::ison ratings suggesting that 

the exi>edmental treatment: was effec;;;ive within the immedi-" 

"'ate setting of the labora,tory.' 'l'he:nonrardom se:lectionof 

laboratory session,S for rating and the necessity for using 

a statisti,cal test wh;i.ch was not entire,ly suited for the ' '::' 

data, howe.ver. severely limited theitnterpretation of this 

result. 

InfOrmal observations made during the experimental", 

treatment +,f.!,vealed tha.t a number of E.S became very, involved 

in the proj~~ of settin~up a cqttage. governm~t and 'did 

" 

o 
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establish relatJonships witlj.the laboratory staff. In 
. ,'I" 

general these observations justified the ratioidle upon 

which the laboratory expeif~~;:-:~1i'i;;",~asecl,~ve,n though'the 
~\ .. ~ . 

statistical analyses failed to conclu'~ivel~' demonstrate that 

the experimental'treatment was effective outside the labora-

tory )settipg. Tl1ediscussion recognized the inei;ficiency' 

with which reinfoicemEmt was dispensed during theexperi-

mental treatment. suggestions for further research and the 

practical.application of human relations training with de1l.n-

quents stressed the careful programming of concrete ahd 

social reinforcements . 

. , 

j; 
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Table A 

Administration Instructions and Scoring C;-iteria for 
Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) Attitude Assessment 

Instructions 

"I amgo~'ing to show you some P:~turE!s. Fo:rtr;:a~h 

~ picture write down what you think is happening in the pic-

ture (what the picture is about}." 

I· ' , . 

'" 

Scoring Criteria 

Themes Scored Two Points: 

Serious assault (with or without weapon) 
BreaJdng'<ind entering 

·Armed robbery or holdup 
Escape from the law 
Deviated. sex ~ct 
Prostitution 
Immorality 
Fighting 
Shooting someone 
Forging 
Suicide 
Adultery 
Threat 
Arrest 
Murder 

, "Rape 

Themes Scored One' Point:' 

Parole ~r probation situation 
-Drunkenness 
Stealing 
Escape (other than from the law) 
Gambling 
Courtt,:rial 
Defrauding 

o 
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Table B 

Accessibility to Group Psychotherapy Scale (Jacks, 1964) 

1.. It. is easier to ".do a bit" in prison if YOI;, keep" in 
touch with your family. 

2. If I find something valuable lying in the street, my 
c~nsciencewould bother me if I didn't return. it • 

3. Whenever I go on a trip, I like to bring souvenirs 
home to my family. 

4. Any man who commits a crime proves that he needs psy
chiatric treatment. 

5; The advantag:e to, psychiatric treatment is that 'it 
teaches a llIan how to go. straight. 

6. Every person alive has something wrong with him men
t~lly, which could be helped by psychiatric treatment. 

;':', I 

7. Most people feel ~ lot worse inside themselves than 
they ~ver show on the outside to other people. 

8. I guess .Iam a P:r:etty nervous person. 

9. I, mi$~ed some ,p~e~,ty goc;;xi jobs because I felt too "shook 
up· to go for ·~m.'l:nterview. 

10. IWqrry too much about smal,l things. 
'~~~ , 

,1,;t::',\;J;'m,:tlhe 'ki.l1d of person .who likes to stick to a problem 
\mtil l;'ve figured it out, even .if .it takes all night. 

12.' If anyone stands around ,watching me ~(jrk, eyen doing 
tile easiest things makes me go'to pieces • 

13. It neverl:lurts to talk ove,r one's troubles with the 
psycho1ogi.st. 

,14 •. Fora 10n9' ~'tim,e now, I've belen trying to figure oUt 
,What; makep me., get in1:;o trouble and wind up in these 
places • 

.-
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15. I think it would do me good to talk over my problems 
with a psychologist. 

16. Many times I have wanted to.see the-psychologist, but 
got cold feet at the last minute.' . 

17. When I receive visits from my family in here, I feel 
ashamed to have them see me like this. 

IS. Although ,I know it's wrong to break. the law, something 
in me makes me do it. 

19~ I'm glad ,I got caught, otherwise I might have gotten 
into a lot mQre serious trouble. 

20. When I get ,p:utofhere, lim sure I'll be able to go 
straight." 

21. When r maJU\'up my mind to do something I ! usually get 
it.,done.· . 

22. Talking before an audience is something I could never 
po without getting 'RaIl shook up." 

23. If my home life had been better; I probably would riot 
, have gotten into trouble • 

.24. The hardest thing for me to.do is to admit that I'm 
wrong in an argument. 

25. I fm glad theft! was picked to get P'SYcIlOlogical treat,..' 
nlept •. - . 

26. EveU th:ough I, doubt that there' s anything ser~'Pusly 
wrong :with me, I guess I could be helped by receiving 
psychiatric treatment. 

2"j. 'Whenever I feel tense or worriepab,?ut something t my 
stomach gets'ups.et. 

,r have diarrhea ~t least once a month. 

29" If;!: !lad not had any brothers (or Sisters), I WOULd have 
gotten along b~tterwith my folks. 

/1 
30. My brothers (or sisters) were treated better than me by 

my parents. 
i 
" 

(. 

c' '\ . 

i:t, ~ .. , 
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31 •. It's. easier ,to discuss very, personai!problems if 
others with the same kind of proble~lis are in the dis-
cussion also. I 

11 ' 

32. A man would be.a fool to admit'doing things that might 
get .him into trouble. 

33.1 doo'tthink that I would like the life that most 
people lead on the outside. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38, 

:r wish I could be as normal as everybody else. 

Sometim~s my life seems so hopeless, ! feel like cry
ing"ins.ide 0 

Guys who get scared. or cry make me feel disgusted with 
them. 

Prisons nowadays do more to help the irirnates than they 
ilsed to. 

~~enI was in school, I used to'feel stupid and less 
c;:.n1~ble than the other kids. 

,;:' 'e .. 

39. I can honestly say that I never hurt anyone at!. l?urpo~e. 

40. X'd rather stay poor than get rich by cheating somebody 
e1se •. 

41. I've. tried to help .other people solve their proplems, 
by using psyci:blogy. 

~2. rye tried to psychoanalyze myself, and I believe I 
DOW understand myself better. 

" 

43. I read book~ on psychology whenever I can.' 

44. X'd be Clshamed to have my buddies know that I wal:! seeing 
a psychologist. 

4!!.". If I thought it: would hel,p me to stay out. of trouble 
in the 'future, I I d be '~oJii'H.ng to fin,ish up my time in.-
here. 

46. I'd rather talk to the psychologist privately about my 
problems, than discuss them in front of a group.of other 
inmates" 

~, " ............. ..,,~ ... '. 
, ... " -~ ~''''-'', 

\, 
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47. I wish i understood why I do'things'that get me into 
trouble. 

48. Most girlS are true to their boyfriends, while the boys 
are in'prison. 

49. It's gOing to be hard to face the neighbors when I get 
out 0,£ here. ' 

50. I wish I had 'more self~confidence. 

51. Most of the time I feel depressed, down in the dumps. 

52. If my parents had taken better care of me when I was 
younger, l' probably would not, be here now. 

, 53. When a man makes up his mind to do something, he should 
firstfigilre ,out if, it will hurt anyone. ' 

54. I enjoy sitting around with a group of guys and having 
a 'bull' session. 

55. ' 

56. 

Whenever I get into a club or a crOWd" I like to take 
charge of things. 

It's easier for me to doa favor than to ask someone 
to do me a favor. 

Most people have'the same kind of problems as'everyone 
else. 

Whenever I start to worry about anything, I get an upset 
stomach.-~" . 

It'-s'easier for me to talk about IleF,sonal matters in a 
group' ,than to one person in pr'i vate .'i-, ' 

It's hard for me to act natur<il when I'm ,in a group. 

I've been responsible: for'"a lot of the'tl;'ouble I"ve been 
in. 

62. If I cou~?get rid of the bad habits Which I,have 
. acquired in my li~e, rwould l1ave' a ~~tter life. 

63. It's'been a longtime since :t stopped and thought about 
my'£u,~ure'U£e. 

" 
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64. It takes .rne a long time to get going ,on a new taE!k. 

65. ~ try to get o)Jt ofresponsibilities.heCi:luse of a 
fear that I won't measure up. 

66.. I become tired more easily when rm doing something 
that makes me anxious. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

So mlich of my life consists of playi~g various parts, 
that the "real_ me". seems never to come out. 

It's easier to promise to do things b~tter than to 
actually do them better. 

I criticize .. and resent the success of other people out 
of bitternes,$ regarding my own lack of success. 

" 

Whenever I corne ~nto same new situation, l get panicky 
_ and worry about whether I will be able to do what r s 
expected. 

I frequently say things to people~ especially impor
tant people, just to be agreeable, because of a fear 
of making them dislike me. 

72. I prefer going on doing the same old things. because 
new things or new places frighten me • 

. 73. I keep from getting too closetopeol;lle. because I fear 
that getting close would result in tileir hurting me. 

74. . I. do my best work on jobs where someorila else is likely 
to 'let the 'credit or blame for the o11tcom.e. 

, ':<:\ 

75.: Whenever I get started on somethirig 'that maydQ me some 
g~, ~,seem to. do something "to spoil it. 

'~, -
76. I\.feel more tense in some situations than in others. 

77. I~ometimes give reasons for my actions, which I kilow 
are~,not tlW real reasons. 

78" Some'.of my ideas, are so str,?nge, that it would embarrass 
me tel mention them to another person. 

79. I'm afraid· to admit. even to myself ,~ome'of the things 
I sometimes think about. 

Q 
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80. I feel disgust.ed everyt.tme I "jeX'k off." 

81. A man.' a friends usually understand him ~etter than his 
family does. . 

82. How far a man goes in life depends pretty much on him
self. 

83. I enjoy discussions in which each pe~son has a differ
ent idea or opinion on a subject • 

..~ ....... <".,-.~-.~ 
~,~,.- ,-- ,,....,<, ~.>-

"h' ; 
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*12. 

13. 

*14. 

15. 

*16. 
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Table C 

,Attitude and Behavior Rating Scale, 

Argues with st~ff members. 

Accepts suggestions for improving his work. 

Asks questions about his work. 

Asks for information or opinions': :from staff. 

Sqows resentment When called down for something. 

Argues or fights with other boys • 

Shows a wi1lingner.s to talk out differences with 
staff member. 

{'J 

Willing to, do as he is asked. ' 

Seems to be planning trouble or is up to something. 

Expresses genuinely positive feelings toward others 
by giving praise or approval.-

Shows above-average interest in his work. 

J::s influenced by others to break rules. 

Actively stirs up trouble ainongother boys. 

Takes responsibility for his actions. 

Openly rebellious to staff member. 
it . 

Admits ,mistakes at work, school, or living qu~rters. 

*17. Has favorable influence on other boys because of\poE;i
tive behav~or and attitudes. 

lB. IS,a likable person. 

19. Thinks before he a~ts. 

.' 
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20. .Cooperates with sta££-,'member. 

21. Resists pressure from other boys to br.1'!~k rules. 

22. Concerned with his' own rehabilitation. 

*23. Pressures other l>bys for favors, sex, or commissary, 
etc. 

*24.. Tries to manipulat.e staff member to obtain fCl.VO:;:::;. 

25. Works against institution rules and policies • 
. .-<;". 

*26. Talks tlLncerely about feelings and ideas that are 
really. important t.o him. 

*27. Puts ona good front but. actually is resisting rehabili
tatior.l. 

28. Is dependable. 

*Scores for these items were not included in the analyses. 
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Table D 

Ihstructiol'i'S and Scales for Rating 
Group Counseling, Sessions 

In~tructions for Rating 

Each of the lettered sets of pageS consists of a 

'with a cOllnselqr and eight confined male adolescent delin"; 

"quents. There are fifteen sets of lettered pages which are 

samples from fifteen different counseling sessions held by 

; a, number of different counseling groups. All samples con-

i.! . 
( 

~ .. 
t 
II 

I:,·, , . 
" , 

tainfive excerpts, each lasting approximately two minutes. 

The verbalizations of the group leader are 'designated by 

the letter~'Trr while the contributions of the rest of the 

group are not designated by member. Using the accom~any-
'.1 .. 

ing rating scC\les,evaluate the overall character of each 

of the counseling samples. Do not rate each of the five 

excerpts Separately but make your evaluation on the basis u 

of your impression gained from the entire sample. 

" 

','1 

" " 

,"' _'.l 

'~ , 

f,. 
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Rating Scales 

1. Cooperative vs. Resistant: Att.i.tl.lCie Toward> G,roup 
,counsel,ing 

9 Completely cqoperat~y~' 
8 Almost completelycl:..0perative 
7 Moderately cooperative 
.6 Slightly more cooperative than resista,nt 
.5., As much cooperative as resistant 
4 Slightly more resistant than cooperative 
3 Moderately resistant 
2 A+most completely resistant 
i completely resistant 

2. Bull Session vs. Work Orientation 

3 • 

9 Comp1etelywork~oriented 
8 Almost completely wlirk-oriented 
7 Moderately work-oriented 
6 Slightly more work-oriented than bull session ,,;;. 
5 As much work-oriented as bull session 
4. Slightly m<:ire bull session than work-oriented 
3 Moderate degree of hull se~sion 
2 Almost completely bull session 
1 Completely bull sessi,on 

Openness vs. Guardedness: (degl:'ee of willingness to 
expose feelings'and ideas to poten~ial criticism) 

9 Completely open 
a' Alnjost completely open 
7 ModeratEily open' 
6 Slightly ,more open than gua~ded 
5 As much open as guarded 

, 4 siightly more ,guarded than op,en 
3 Moderately guarded 

,1: 

2 Almost completely guarded 
1 Comp,letely guarded 

4. Concern with Ongoing Process vs. Past Experiences 

S Completely concerned with process 
8 Almost completely cO!lcerned with process 
7 Model:'ately concerned with proqess 
6 Slightly ,more concerned with process them with past 

experiences 
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5 As much concerned with process as witlJ: Past experi-
ences ,,' '. 

4 Slightly more concerned with past experiences than 
with process " 

3 Moderately concerned with past experiences 
2 Almost completely concerned with past experiences 
1 Completely concerned with past experiences' . 

s. Estimate the counselor I s proficiency using thei' follow
ing scale: 

4 Excellent 
3 Good 
2 Fair 
1 Poor 

" 

',1<' 

~) 
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'l'ableE 

Schedul~ q.f Laboratory'ASt:;ivities 

1:00 p.m. 1:30 p.m. 

, 1:30 p.lit. 2:30 p.m. 

2:30 p.In •. ~, 3:30 p.II!. 

3:30 p.m. - 3:45 p.m. 

3: 4,5 l' .1It • ... 4-: 3Q 'p .m. 

)Il i8:00a.m .... 

{ 
8:30 a.m. 

9:30 a.m. 

9:39 a.m. - 11;00 ~.m. 

Day One 

Start of project delayed until two 
Ss were released from detention 
unit., 

Introduction'to the'1aRoratory: 
, distribution of commissary, movie 
and discllssion. 

Recreation (baseball). 

E Group meeting (tape recox::ded). 

\wc;>rkshop meeting (introduction to 
decision-making scales,groups 
rated their morning meetiIlgs).· 

Rest period. 

E Group meeting (tape listening 
e:;..:el:cise) • . " (l?:-::' . 
Recr:J\tion, (lI:):seball). 

=2Teil'h-up • 

Wor~shop ~eeting. 

Day '!'Wo 

Workshop meeting (distribution,of 
commissary, review of,' goals, film. 
and, decision-making scales). 

EGroup meeting (tape recorded and 
transcribed) • 

Recreation (swimming). 

,{l 



11:0~a.m. - 12:45 p.m. 

. if 

1:00 p.m. - 1.:30 p.m. 

'1:30 p.m. - 1:45 p.m. 
." . 

1:45 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 

2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

3:30 p.m. - 3:45 p.m. 

3~45 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. 

8:00 a.m; - 8:30 a.m. 

r: 
r 

I 8:30, a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 

9:30 a-.m. - 11:00 a.m. 

'.' 

11:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. 
:,,,. 

t'':'~ 

1;1.:45 a.,nt. 12:.30 p.m. 

," 
1:00 p.m. 2:30 p~m;:' 

2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
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, Workshop meeting (discus~ion and 
demonstration of types of. groups, 
role playing)., 

Rest period. 

Workshop meeting; '(discussion of 
task functions). 

E Group meeting. 

Recreation (baseball and basket-
ball) • 

Clean-up. 

Workshop meeting. 

Day Three 

Workshop meeting (distribution of 
commissary, review of decision
making procedures, types of groups 
and task functions). 

E.Group'meeting~ 

Recreation '(baseball ,and basket
ballJ. 

Workshop ,~eeting outdoors (demon
strations of types of groups, 
d~cision-making procedures and/or 
task functions). . 

Workshop meeting in aUditoritun 
(confrontation between laboratory 
and uncooperative ~s). 
, ';l . 
work~hop.!. ~eetiri,! in am;'ii torium 
(mov~e./a~scuss~on, and iil.ttempted 
feedbacl,t exercise). 

Rec;::;;eEl'tiori (swimming and roller 
skating) • 

'-, \') t, 
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3:30 p.~. - 3:45 p.~. 

3':45 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. 

",1' 
,', .' , 

8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. 

8:30 a.m. -: 9:3<;1 a.m. 

9:30 a.m. - 1l:00 a.m. 

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. 

11:30. a.m. -' 12:30 p.m. 

1:00 p.m. 1:30 p.m. 

1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 

'2,:30 p.m~ 3:30 p.m. 

3:30 p.m. - 3:45 p.m. 

3:45 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. 

8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.'m. 

8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a .. nl. 

9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 

• 11:0{ ·,~~.m. - 12:30 p.m. 

1:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
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Clean-up. 

workshop meeting. 

Day Four 

workshop meeting (distribution of " 
commissary, and discussion). 

E'Group meeting (tape recorded 
. and transcribed). 

Recreation (baseb"all and basket
ball) • 

Workshop meeting (discussion of 
feedback). 

E Group meeting. 

Rest period. 

E Group meeting (exchange of mem
bers). 

Recreation (swimming). 

Clean-up. 

Workshop 'meeting. 

Day Five 

Workshop meeting (distribution of 
commissary and discussion). 

E Group meeting. . 

Recreation (swimming and roller 
skating). 

Wo<:kshop meeting (search for stolen, 
cqmmissary) • 

Rest period. 

1 
\\ 

) 

a 
• C ff' , if 
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1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. RecreatiQn (baseball) • 

3:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Clean-up. 
;1 

3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Workshop meeting (staff gave 
feedback) • 

. ", 
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Table F 

Verbatim Record of Laboratory Lecturettes 
and Instructions 

Day One 

Section 1 

-For the next week you are going to be in anexperi-

ment. But this experiment will be much different. from any 

that you may havEl heard about because you a re going to be 

the experimenters as well as the sUbjects. ~ecause it is 

sometimes hard to sit-in meetin~s for a long time without 

a. smoke, everyone will get a pack of, cigarettes (or candy 

if you don't smoke) each day as my way of paying you for 

helping me out. 

-The experiment has to do with counsel~ng. I want you 

to learn something about counseling yourselves and each 

other. We will be working together some of the time in 

this large group, .which is called a laboratory, 'and some 

() of the time in eight-mall, groups. You will find your name 

listed under one of the groups on this sheet that I am 

going to pass out. 

-The red group will meet in the library', the blue 

grou~ in that corner of this room, and the green group will 

meet in the n~...xt room. You will be meeting with the people 
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in your grot~p most of the time bU'i!we will also meet hera 

in this large group before .and after some of the meetings • 

. "As I said .. before, all of you are going to be both 

subjects and experimenters 'and at, the same 'time both coun;.. 

selors and' cou!1selees for one. another. Myself, Mr._ Uhlemann, 

and Mr. Donkwill be sitting in on the groups, but we are 

not going'to act asleaders,.for the group. It will be up 

to ~'OU to get your own group 'moving' and doing things. To 

. get 'back to the idea of eXperimenting, the 'two most iinpor-

tant thing's about an experiment are: numher one,doing 

,something;a~d number two, carefully observing what happens. 

Most .of thl:! time we go about this 'bacl;wards. For example, 

if odr car'J;n:eaksdown' we IbOk to see if we can find out 

wh~t h.asbroken down and sOllletimes it's hard·to 'figur~ ~ut 

j~ust what· is'n ',t working right bec~use w~ don't ~ow wbat t~ . .'.-." 
look for or maybe we can' t remember just' how it's suppose,d 

to work. In an experiment we go'"about things in a\iiffere'nt 

way. " We do some particular' thing on pur~se and know . before-

hand we' a're'going to look carefully to see what the result' 

,is. An,example of thisnught be to do somethinCJ to OUr cal:; 

when it is running"all right to see: if we can get it to run 

.~; .. ,', ,--".,-'~~ 
.. ".,..,~,..~ ¥. -

.;.~ 
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,"While we are here we min experiment i~(~three ways: 

the ,,'hole workshop can try something,', and we c~n all see 

what happens; your small ,group can do s'omething,aS' a group 

tnat we can evaluate; and each of you as an individual. can 

try some new way, of doing things like not losing your tem-

per and then' observing how others in your group react. 

Again, the most important thing is to know what you are 

doing in order to observe and /evaluate the results. Some-

times you will observe an improvement and then youwoulCi 

keep dOing things the nE!W "lay, while a,tother times things 

may get worsE:! anCi then the smart thing will be to ,try, some-

thing new. Actually th,is doing something and observing is 

really simple"and rea,lly use£ul, but it's funny.-;naw some 

people never catch 'on that 'it's smart to stop once ina 

while and consicie'r the results of what, they do. Groups , 

sometimes sit'/and ,ar'gue fOr hcurs .and, hours without getting 
!" 

'an:(Wh~re:, w:ithout stopping to 'figtlre out ways of ~elFil:g 

'~e grC?upto ;run;more smoothly. Some guys go AWOL til'le 

, . 
'aft,er tim~ aIl,d don't seem to ~ealize that it doesn't get 

them ~,nywhere. 
" \' 

"One way il1 which the 'laboratory' c?-ri exper~ment is to 
. ~ ... 

. ..... , 

Set ·up:fiom~kinci of, ,agovernrnent to regulate things here in 

the cottage. Some people think that the ,guys" here op ,the 

," 

" 

, .: 

. , 
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hill wouldn't be able to run a cottage rigfit if it were UP 

to thein to do it for themselves. 1. thi'nkthey are wrong. 

I think. you guys can make your own r,>:.le5 and live by them 

without getting:tnto troUble. There arE!' a couple of rules 

that the institution has that you will have to have, but 

it will be u~ ,to Qyou to enforce them as well as any other 

rules you make. The institution rules are (1) no smoking 

in the dorms because of the fire, ',hazard j (2) nb fighting 

becausesomeone~,might get hurt and it's really not a ve,ry 

.good soiut:ton to a problem, and {3} the 10:00 p.m. lights 

out, which is the institution's policy. Although these are 

institution rules, the laboratory will have the first chance 

to enforce them .. The. cottage counselor will not interfere 

with any activity that goes on unless it is clear that things 

are getting out'of control' and the laboratory eith,er, cannot 

or will not control it. There is one more rule that I have, 

though, and that is: I want you to ~b~erve how well your 

government is working and to change it YOI,lrselv~s if it 

isn't working right. A .lot of you guys· have complained that 

the hill isn't a good place because of the fights and the 

guys that pressure. This is your chance to do something 

about it yourselves. If this experimental government wor~s 

t ' extremely well this week, it is just possible that some of 
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the ideas for a government may become standard procedure. 

Are there any qUestions about the experiment? 

"You have 'all had some experience in 'group counseling 

last week, so do you think counseling can help you get out 

of here quicker and make it less likely that you will come 

back? 

"Sometimes when people work together in groups it is 

usefu~ to set up goals for the group to work for if every-

one in the group agrees on the goals. ± would like to 

suggest aOfew goals that you mIght think about a little. 

1. To learn about counseling oneself and others. 
2. To learn how to s~f: up and run a cottage gov'~lrnment. 
3. To learn how to experiment and observe results. 

-The first thing weare going to do this morning is 

to get some practice in observation. In a few minutes we 

will go over to the school auditorium and' see' a film about 

how groups such as the one we have here work. As you watch 

the film I wal)t you to see if you can find the answers to 

some questions listed on this sheet. 

1. What 
2. What. 
3. What 

.. 4. What 

Section 2 

is the purpose of a trai~ing lab,?rator:y? 
different groups use training laboratories? 
is a T Group and how does 'it 'work? 
are the goals ofa training laboratory?" 

"In a few minutes you will be on your own to meet in 

your groups, but first I warit everyone to be sure how to run 
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the 't~~·recorders. Each group will have its own tape ., ' 

recorder, and each group will be responsible for making a 

tape recording of, its meeting and writing on the, .box the 

name of the group (red, blue, or green), the side of the 

tape used, the date and time of the meeting. ~Ihese meet-

ing~ are recorged for ,two reasons: first, so that .I can see 

t how the experiment is going, and second, so that you can ., 
listen to your own meeting at any time yoU want to observe 

the. results of something you have'dqne. Here is how the 

tape recorders work. 

"In your first Experimental Group. meeting, (or .~ group 

for short) which. will .last untiLahout ll.:3o., I wa~l;~ you to ' . 

talk about. the kinds of ~le's that might be needed in the 

cottage and the kind of organization needed to make them 

w()r'l~.· The staffmem1)er that sits in on your meeting will 

not be the leader or counselor So you can run y.our mE:leting 

in any way you like. Later on we will get together So that 

you, c~n pool your ideas .with the rest of the people in the 

lab be:fore setting 'up the governine,nt. for the lab.. Are 
,', 

there any ~estions? 
.,-;'-; 

"Break up into the three group/? listed on the roster 

sh~etand gqto your meeting places." 

,~~ ~ ~ ... ,<. """':'.' 

-- """'-~'''''>+~,' 
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Section 3 

ftEarlier this mor~ing I menti~ned that the most impor-

tant th:"ngs about an experiment were doing something and 

then observing the results of what we have done. In your 

E Groups this morning you did something: you talked about 

a government for the ,cottage or maybe your group,wqs mainly 

concerned with what you were supposed to be ,doing here or 

what this laboratory was all about. What were some of your 

groups like? 

"It is nece'ssa,ry to know what we have done; what our 

group was like before we can tr;ysomething new to see if 

it works better. The next step is to observe and there ar~ 

r some tools that we can u~e to help tis do this. We hflve 
~ 

,1_' 

three scales which can be used ,to measure how your group 

operated. The first scale has ,to do with group atmosphere. 

The scale has words that describe the general activity of 

the group.:. 

Group Atmosphere' Scale' 

Rewarding. The first word describes a group in wpich 
the guys have worked together well and have accomplished 
the task ''C1ieyset' out :forthemse!l ves ana' the wholei 'gro~p 
feels they have done a good job. 

Sluggish~ Sometimes a group will try hard to get 
(,.lawn :'to bl~si:n~ssbut just can"t seem"'to get going .. ,This 
typ~. Q~meeting is cailed sluggish.' 

Competitive. When sqme guys are m09tly out to win 
arguments ana some win while others. iose, the 'group is'com
petitive. 

I"~ • 
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Play. This happens when the group avoids getting down 
to business ahd goofs off so much that nothing gets done. 
A bull session is an example of play. 

"Work. 'I'1hen the group takes its work seriously and 
·tries to get something done we have a work atmosphere. It 
is possible for other conditions to be present also, so a 
group may fight and still work hard. 

Fight. Sometimes a group can't agree on anything-
~hat should be talked about, what should be decided, or 
what: to do. A lot of arguments and disagreements would 
make a fight atmosphere. 

"Now circle the words that describe the atmosphere of 

your group. You may need to use more than one word to get 

a good description. Does anyone have any questions about. 

how to do it or the meanings of any of the words? 

nNow look. at the othertwo scales. These scales are a 

little different because only one answer is possible. The 

scales also measure what your group was like but in a 

f slightly different: way. This time the scales measure how 

¥oti feel~about the group or what you are getting from the 

group. Answer scales two, three, an~. -four by circling"the 

number in front of the sentenc}'!that tells how you think and 

feel abo~t the grOup. 

"The, number'S beside the statements inake up a scale. 

The Jl£gh numbers stand for a high degree of satisfaction, 

1\ . " , 
,the, low numbers ,for aissatisfaction~ C!nd' the numbers ill' 

between stand for a 'group'~t?at- falls in between satisfied' 

and dissatisfied. People feel differently about their 
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groups and pick different numbers, but if the group meet-

ingwas f...:1irly good most. people would pick the higher num'" 

bers. If the gr.oup meeting was bad most of the scores .,.lould 

be lc>w. Even though members tend to pick high or low nurn-

bers depending upon how the meeting went, usually .not 

everyone picks exactly the same number. When we find the 

average we .. dividethe total score up equally among tho 

"r.tembers and get 'the most likely score that would have 

Cil!curred if .. ,iveryone had picked the same n1lIllher • 

. "We can :'l.lOW take this average number and find its 

place on the s\'!ale and this will ·tell 11.", ho-wthe. membe,r:s 

generally felt about the group_ Does anyone have any queg-

tions aboutho-w to find. the average or ,*llat it .means? 

"Now that you have rated your group meeting- on .these 

scales the. next question is, 'Mtatcanwe doWitb tnese 

.ratings? • :The rating? wLUbe: posted on :this chart and put· 

uponthat~. During theweek'we.;Wil.1. use: these . and 

other scaIes again. You cart tnensee,the ;!'rosres$ ·of the 

-This :morn.i.ng" you 9'dbso-...e e-...::perie.nce ~th :meet:Ut'g :in 

botl:i. Ja-""'Se ~., ~ll groupS and you pz:obablygot ~ idea 

~ 
I 

'-

)1.,. __ 
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of some of 'the. proh1.ems people run into 'When they work in 

groups. Wh~t sort of: problems did you have? This a£:ter-

noon Z want to take up the subject of ~hat goes ~n in group 

tn.eetings so i;hat we can get some ideasaoout experimenting 

with what we do in groups. 

"What you talk about in your experimental group can 

he concerned with either content or process and of course 

it is possiblu. for a group to talk about both. Content is 

the 'what· of the group discussion--the topic you are tal.k-

ing about. :tntld~s case it is the problem of setting up a 

goverrun.ent.Process conCBnlS .thO',,' the group is working 

together. r.:'hen we talk about process we taL~ about h~J a 

group goes about doing things:; what sort '0£ organization 

they set up' to run tiu:ir ,me~...ings I and ""nat procedures they 

., 

.. ilatgOes on'in the group meetings', tir;ings that happen here 
. , "\\ 

if 

"When . a. group spends SOl!!e time :talking about the p:rocess 

~enting. Wllo;'npr9ceduresused" by the gI:OllP .are iaenti

ned aniial-sCU5sed..qttes":don,s about the resu1ts Qf these 

(I-

I":, 
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-A question you may have at this point is, 'Why should 

a group spend its time. analyzing its'process?' Groups who 

are not concerneda:l:l<;n:it. their process may do all ri.ght, 

but those who put 'tileirprocess in 'i',l test tube for observa-

tion learn to perform better.. When a group begins to 

evaluate its process, it sometimes discovers reasons why 

the group cem't make decisions or communicate well with 

one another, or why a particular member doesn't get along 

with the others in the group! 

-In other words, process analysis involves all the 

procedures by which a bunch of guys change i.nto a real 

grouP9r team. It also has a lot to do willi hoW\Well,th~ 

group will learn to work tog!3ther. 

f' 
~Oneway in, which wei'1nalyze process .is to look at " 

the methods we. use to mak,e decision.a.Some, methods aren't 
, . . 
too good sometimes because a decision .is made without the 

gx:o~p -evencrealizingit has made ,a decision. 
,. 

To study de6.l.-

sion..,~king methods we have a new scale, the Plop t9 Agreement 

Scal(;!. This scale contains some of the Clctual procedures 

attempted;,;4t group deqision-making. Some of the methods are 
r:.f~ ,. 

:.~, . 
good and ~.ead to decisions that represent 'the thinking of 

the whole group wliile o1:her methods ,interfere with the group's 

work. 
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"Each of you has been given a copy of the scale, so 

if you will follow along on it with" me, we'll go over the 

"meaning of: each of the procedures." 

Decision~Making Scales 

PloE, This is a procedure often used by groups with
out realizing" it. A plop is the result any time a sugges
tion is made" by ,a group member and meets with no response 
of any kind froin the others in the group. 

One~man decisions. This happens when one guy makes a 
suggestion and then goes and talks about something without 
findingoui: whetl;ler the others in the group want to talk 
about it. T~is can get the group off the topic. Often a 
group can be pre~~ured into doing somatning which none of 
the group members really want to do simply because of the 
way in which a one-m~m decision is, tmldc. 

Topic jumP. WhengI:oups avoid their main problem (for~! 
example, setting a government) by jumping from topic to 
topic, they usually waste a lot of time.' Topic jumps are 
very often one-man decisions~ " 

Handclasp. The handclasp results when one member gives 
agreement to a suggestion made by another. It often l,eads 
to results like the one, caused by the one-man decision. The 
group may,"J;)e led. to acti-on by two strong members rather than 

"on thebasls of. any real group agreement .• 

Minority support. This is another procedure similar 
.to the handclasp. In this case a minority of the group 
members force a decision or suggestion into group action 
which ... the majority 9fthe group does not support but:' can't 
sebp because of the force with which the decision is pushed. 
When the wl1olegroupfinally realizes whai:; has happened, 
th~y probably won't go along with what the few members 'want. 

Majority sUPport. Many groups make the mistake. of 
thinking'tha.t simply beca~se a .majority support a decision 
then everyone ,,111 gO along wi.th .it. This is .not usually' 
the case ~ Moiny times the few member.s who disa"gree will do 
something to mess up what most of the group wants to do • 

" 

?" 
i 

~\ 
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Suggestion making. This is a procedure where the group 
produces as rr,any different ideas as it can as. quicklY.as it 
can before evaluating them. By' thinking of· a1arge pumber 
.of different ideas the group.has increased the nu.rnber .of 
suggestions from which ta choose. 

Thaught and feeling agreement. Graups which really try 
to avoid the preblems .of the plep, one-man decisian, and 
minority .or majority suppert often try te include every mem
ber in the final d~cision. This is ,deneby refusing to 
accept a decision net supported by all members whenever pes-

. sible. When.allmembers have contributed to the decision, 
they are more satisfied with it than with .any other possible 
solution. This is a compromise decision in which eve:t;'yqne 
wins a little. Decisions reached in this way are most iikely .. 
to receive support. from alltbe group members. 

-Fromn6W until 2:30 I want yeu to listen to the tape 
, " 

.of the meeting you~held this mqrning and try ta identify the 

different kinds' of decisi.on-making methods that Were used. 

Stop the tape each time someone thinks he has heard a particu-

lar method being used and .try to get group agreement as to 

which method it .i~. Keep a record o~ t~~ number of times 

each method occurs on the sbeet that I pas~edout. u 

Section 6 

-For the last few minut~s this afternoon I want you to 

work t;ogether on y.our own in this large group to set up a 

cottage go!,?rnrnent. The only two t11ings I ask are that yeur 

government. use the cottage rules r mentioned this morning 
." . ,(1< < 'f 

and that you observe hC';\1 this meeting gees. and how the govern-

ment :works out tonight so > that we can "evaluate the result.s ," 
~!l" 

/ii 
I' 
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tomorrow~ Remember.that you,'ve got to get together with 

the counselor and ;geth:lm to agree with wM,te-ver you decide. '1 

Day Two 

Section 7 

-For the firs'l: thing thismorn:i.ng I want to review some 

of the things we d,id yesterday. First I outlined some goals 

that we might have as a group. 

1. To learn about cO,tmseling oneself and other.s. 
~. To lea~n how to set up and run a cottage government. 
3. '1'0 l,eE\rn how to experiment and observ,e results. 

"What have you learned and what progress has been made 

toward each of these goals,? 

nNe~t we saw a film on the NTL. What do you r~member 

about the film; 

1. How does a· T Group ,work? 
2. What ~re tbegoals of a '1' Group? 

a. '1'oimproveabil:i,ty to listen and observe. 
b. To achieve be.tte:c: understanding of'oneself, and 

groups. 
c. To ~ind ideas for application outside'tha lab. 

ItNextwe had g:i:oup meetings' and then rated them pn, 

scales. What was the purpose of the scales? (Theratings 

.of previous ,day • s sessions were posted and explained.) Then 
. , 

'i"le look.ed at some. ways a"group might make decisions,," (Ss 

werl;! asked qp.e,'?tions about decision-~aking proced\lres,) 

" 
" 

F • 
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Section 8 

~Th:ismorning .1 want you to discuss ~ow wel.lthecot

tagegovernm~nt worked last n[~ht and how weil.the labora-

tory meeting that we h~ld YElcsterday afternoon worked out. 

As a group, make a list of the things that could be done to 

improve the lE\borator.y meetings and government. I also want 
, . 

you to make some observations on how you go about holding 

your meeting and to experiment with new ways of holding .your 

meeting." 

Section 9 
,''- . 
v 

·On this sheet that I am going to pass out there are 

three dif~erentgroups listed and the way inwhi~h each 

OPerates. Fo~low along as I read them. 

Types of Groups 

D 1. ~al~f gr.oup ll\eeting'. is decilled in 'advan;e by a 
~eader~· 

Decis~ons are made.bY mechanilca:Lmeans s!-lch as 
. - voting. 

'3.·,Chairtnan or leader is a per~o,n elected 'or appointed 

4 .• 
for the meeting. .. .. ,,~;< __ ._ 

~ctions. such as summ9r.iiing, testing for work
abilitY,t or calli,ng~fQr a vote are pel;'fo;rmed by the 
leader. ,. /./' 
Meet;.ipg is 99ye'r'ned by a. set of rules. 
,M~ers g~t/permission to speak • 

• ri"" . ,-
.,~ 

1. Tbe Whole group d,oes not sha're a goal. 
2. TIle group:'does not l)l~kl'l decisions. 
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Ji 
l', 3~ ,There is no chairman .or leader. 

4.' Functions such as summarizihg, testing for work
::lbf'Ht;y,testing for agreement, or taking a vote 
are not ~sed. . 

5. Group me~ers are out to win their own points. 
6. ".' Members spei'lk when they can, get a word in. 

Organic 

" 

1. Group decides on its own goal" 
2. Decisions are made by agreement. 
3. Role of chairman or leader is carried out by many 

meinbers. ' " , 
4. Functions $uch,assummarizing, testing for work

ability, and testing for agreement a.re performed 
., by many members. 

5. Members take responsibility for working toward a 
goal without being directed by a leader. 

6. Members take turns spei?\1dng wit;hout gi3tting permis~ 
sionfrom a leader and encourage "one another to 
share feelings and ideas. 

/II want' each 'group to take a turn meeting for fifteen 

minutes while the other tr,..!O groups observe. Each group will 

have different instructions for itsmeetingr after the 

dernons~tati6ngroup is finished, the two groups'which are 
, . . .-; - .... -'. ".' 

o~sorvingwill guess which type of meeting the group held: 
.' . 

mechanical, 'bun session, "or organic." (Instructions for 
'. S ' , ' 

" 

each group printed"on a '.separate handout.) 
, { 

. Feel free tb"talk about ariything you like when 'you like. 
Interrupt other Ijlemberst re1.ate funny stories or Jokes, 
abandontne .. topic •. · :In other wclrds. f let your disoussion be' 
iii: bllli session. ' 

d 

81ueGtoup 
. .~ ;'i 
Apptirit a chairman at. th~ beginning of the meeting and 

use par:li~entary Procedu+es to seJ,ect a t.opic and throughout 
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the d,iscus$icm. You should speak only when recognized by 
the chairniartand gain l;~cognition by raising your hand. 
Thechairrnan. should deal with anypnewhodoesn"t follow the 
procedure and keep the group on the topic at' all times, 

Green Group 

Your, group is to select its. topic • There will be no 
cliairrilan:"control should be therespons,ibiiity of every 
group.member. Every group member should supply task func
tions'as the need arises and break to analyze process at 
any time. Feelf~ee to give feedback when any member's behav
ior is inappropriate or blocks the group's action. Avoid 
using any mechanical organization (like going ar?9nd the 
group) to"make people partici}?ate. Members sbou;l'a'talk when
ever tIl!:!}>' hav.e a contribution to make. 

Section 10." 

-Here is a list of things that ·need to be done by .a 

group 'if it wants to do a good job in getting its task done' 

well.··· 

Task Fuhction Scale 

Stating'a problem. One function is to present a prob
lem or state an issue for the group to discuss. In anexperi-. 
mental .. group, which 'starts without a leader, it is necessary 
fo:\:. someone to .state an issue or present 'a problem or. id'1:a 
so .thatthe gr6upcan get started. 

Giving suggestions about procedure. The next function 
is. concerned with giving suggestions as ·to.how the group' 
should proceed. . Experiinental, groups always have this ques
tion of:whethei: they. are proceeding in the best way or 
whether 'some other way might accomplish'inore. 'l'his is a 
~unqtion that shoUld be performed by all members of the group, 

Asking for·infor:mation. Asking quei;tions is a very 
important activity in a group because it stirs up thinking. 
It is only whep all the questions are'asked by one person 

,that the group is likely to depeild "upon this person too much. 
If this person does riot thiIlJ.; to ask the important questions 
the group may not make. the best deq,isions. Here is another 
function that should be shared by all members. 

I.)"' 
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Summarizing. Summarizing is also very important. A 
member;, after. listening and participating; may give a rElally 
good summary that makes ~t clear to the others what things 
have been discussed and the deCision which. has resulted. 

Testing for workability, The next function is concerned 
with test;ing\for workability or getting the group to do this. 
For example, the group may consider discussing some course 
of act.ion .that is entirely unrealistic be.cause the institu
tion would never go along with it"or perhaps because -the _ 
group. knows very lit.t1e about the subject. The group needs 
for someone to point out these things and keep the grQ!lp on 
the trackof:whatl:s possible. 

Testing for agreement. This function involves taking 
responsibility for finding out if a group is in agreement. 
If a member is ta1king.and .it looks as though the<others may 
agree, he' may say, I It looks as though we are moving toward 
an ~gr~ernent_. I wonder if we_,are in agreement on this point.' 
Thi"s encourages 1:;he others to make it clear j'ust what they 
think or feel about;- the issue. This. is. another group func
ti9n that can be shared by all group members. A group must 
be careful ~l?-at testing£or,..agreement doesn't turn' i'nt-o a 
demand for minority or majority sUPP-OJ:t. 

'I \. , , 

'Standard setting. Once a group has made a dec:Lsion to 
talk about a topic tbe group mU,st Jol10wc1 upthisdecision 
u:nless the group asa whole r;iecide,s to go on to _ ~ome,thiJi9 
else. Other:wis~t~ grpuprnay find itsel.f jumping "around 
fr~nftop~c to'topic wi,thout g~ttil'i~'~n§Where: Sta~dard set
ting as a. Illeal),s ·.of staying on. ,th!'!topic 49E.lsn 't. hay-e. to. be 
the responsibility .of one person--it' ci:m "be "do.ne· by anyone, 
who sees that the group 'is 'beginning 'to" stray from the topi-c.;· 

-"In your EGroup meeting this afternoon, discuss the 

prqg~es,s:of. the cottage government and try to use :these task 
':;;:, 

:fwl~tions as muc?l as possible. h 

)1 -
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.§..ection 12 

, -Before We go to the E G,tollps this morrJing to,discuss 

... '''oratory govern"ent, r wan!i:to review again lobe thing, \ 
I' 

We haV~\I taken up in the pa~t two days. (Questions were 

asked ~,ito I get the participants to remeinber and explain the 

""" Vario~J deCision-making ProoedUre, , types q~ grOUps, and 
task functibns.t 

Q. 

~. 

// 
-There is'one more thing I'd like to mention that you 

might discuss in your E Groups. Yeste~day the group. as a 

wbole did"'an extremely good job in goVerning yours'elves. 

At;~e'same time,' a cO~Ple of things happened in the morn

ing and after lunch that could have got'SoTae guys ,into E. 

comPany (the disdPlina:ry unit) for a month and the rest of 

the group on restrictio~ for a goOd long time. In your E , 

'Groups this'morning try' to workout some way of handling 

Situations like these. Q 

Section.g 
'} 

-Get tOgether in Your E Grollps again fo13 five minutes 
\\ 

;.-

!Uid; pick o~e item that we have talked. about in the la StblO 
days. 

the otbers ihia,' gr'uup"meeting ene c.\~e item they have Picked. 

1'he bthe'r two groups 'Will tZ1:' t'o guess Which i tem"was 

, . , 
~ .. , ........ ..- ;'""._' 

•••• ~~ __ A ~.'_ ,,' 
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selected. YO\l can demonstrate a~ything .that you .. would like 

except for a bull session. Ny..., take £i..,e·.~inutes to pick 

your item and to decide how to demonstrate it. You can use 

the materials on the handout to giye you soine ideas." 

Section ~4 

, "W.e all see things andon,eanother in. di..fferent ways. 

The. film that you are going to see, '~eEye.of. the ,Beholder'," 

is about a situation in which a number of people see.the 

same thing, but in. different ways. After the film we can 

talk about· how this applies to what has been 'hap~ping in 

the laboratory.-

Section 15 

-When we analyze what went on in the. group or in the 

cot(:l;;age~that made people feel th~t yeste:t'day we I:ad a g<:lOd 

Lgroupor that today things are .not going; well. we have the 

chance, f~ get, some feedback. ;~Y feedback I mean knowledge 

of whatt!?:e results are when you d,{\ something. !!.::''l.sur~ng~ 

"different 

(
JJ. ~nce from 

things'that go on. in groups and finding a differ-

group meeting.to group meeting can be a chance to 
. '.J ~ .' . 

it .:.'~\learn, if the scores. are. used as a basis for trying, some-

~n~ng; different. 

"Giy;ng; and getting feedback in a group can be a ,raal 

J;lrob1em itself.. .:If l;orneone tells us .something we. don 't~ike 

to hear about o\lrselves~· we begin to be defensive. We say, 
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"·You don 't understand,' we arlJue back, or we. change ·the 

subject;:. We ta1:k' about· anything but .. Ourselves. This is 

being qefensive. When sqmeone starts giving' us information 

that gets close to'our sensitive self we start getting de fen-

sive. This is one of the real problems you will have in 

your groups. Any time we are faced with accepting informa-

tion with which we are not comfortable we become tense •. 

We're uncomfortable because this means we may have to change 

and it's a lot easier to stay the way we are even if we 

don',t'like ourselves that much. This is the way we all f~el. 

When we receive info~mation which is threatening to us We 

become defensive, because 'we 'don.'t know what we can do to 

change ourselves and we're not sure of the 'reasons of the 

person that is giving the information to' us. 
; .... 

-How we see giving or receiving help depends upon 

whether we are. doing the giving or receiving. You saw in 

'The Eye of, the Beholder', how different the behavior of the 

artist looked when it was seen from t~e eyes ,of the guy him-

self. the artist, as compared to how it was seen through 
.~? 

the eyes of the taxi driver. WbCit does this have to do \~ith 

the laboratory? Well, maybe you can give us, some feedback. 

How do you see me, Len and Max?Hpw do you see John T? 

Everyone thinks he,.'s kind of simple, but is he? {Discussion 
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elici ted after questions.) For the next few minutes meet 

with one other person· and exchange some feedback with him. 

Try to be honest with yourself and ~ith him. 

Section 16 

"In this last meeting today try to work out ~ way to 

distribute the commissary fairly when it is brought in 

tomorrow." 

Day Four 

. " 
"In your E Groups this morning discuss the ways in 

which the c.ottage government cpuld be improved; especially 

the distribution of commissary." 

,section I!! 

(Lecturette on feedback presented again and E Group 

m~etings were devoted to giving feedl?ack. See Section 15.) 
.. 

·Section 19 

(Members of E Groups were temporarily exchanged.) "In 

these new groups. exchange information about 'W"!\at your regu-

lar E Groups have been talking about." 

Day Five 

Section 20 

-In your E Groups this morning I want you to discuss 

\'1hether or not you think the experiment has been a success," 

,I.'" 
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